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Abstract
This exploratorv studv examined the perceptions about intimate relationships of
2l heterosexual men who had been court-ordered to domestic abuse groups at an urban
social service agency. Within fbur separate focus groups, six open-ended questions were
asked about intimacy, gender role beliefs, and perceptions of relating to partners, other
adult males, and children' Findings indicated that the men with traditional outlooks (i.e.
those w'ho had a strong belief in male headed households), expressed a more difficult
time rvtth intimate situations. Those men who held liberal viervs (i.e. that both men and
women share both provider and caretaking roles), tended to embrace intimate situations.
Findings demonstrated that men who batter face simitar struggles for intimacy wrth men
who do not. tmplications fbr social work practice and policy are to implement
intervention programs that help these men overcome obstacles of shame and stigma to
find a healthier balance in their interp€rsonal relationships.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
My point is we are partially on the ground of culture, story,
and language when we talk about how men and women love. In turn,
these stories and this language always include conceptions of gender and
sexuality- For this reason, to query how women and men love vields morethan a descnptive account of tendencies and pafferns - that **, love inparticular ways) women in others. ....men love as psychologicallv and
culturally gendered 
1,elves, with gender identities and ,***i desires (andinhibitions and prohibitions) ttraittrey consciously and unconsciously
experience and enact. Chodorow ( l gg4)
This study originated as an exploration of the narratives of how men who have
mistreated their partners experience intimacv. Their stones. culture and language are
those of all of us' What is revealed is that we are more alike than unalike. The
influences that push them to choose violence are also examined. In particular, this study
focuses on men who participate in domestic abuse classes for fifth degree assault against
their partners' Their experiences, views, and experiences give us a depth of insight and
understanding about their personal struggles and triumphs that cannot be measured
through most quantitative research methods. The fbur group interviews used to gather
data provided an expenence of synergistic exchange that few men allow themselves.
This svnergy is allows fbr a degree of comfort and ease not found in other kinds of social
research methods, whether they be quantitative or qualitative.
The topic of intimacy tbr some men tends be one that is sensitive. It calls into
question their identity as men, as husbands, as fathers, and as lovers. It is commonly
believed that men who batter have resorted to means of power and control to reinforce
their identities, particularly in intimate relationships. In John Gardner,s Grendel, a wild
beast hero devours for his Iiving, just as men who batter devour their intimacy
opportunities wlth partners like hungry beings. Men who batter their partners have found
1they react to significant others. particularlv when they experience feelings of anxieqv,
fear, or humiliation. Men rvho are court-ordered to domestic abuse programs such as
East Side Neighborhood Service, Inc. may come in wrth narrow definitions of themselves
as men' paffiers and friends. Often insecure or easily threatened, men who attend the
program will resort to power and control behaviors to get their needs met. other themes
that act as barriers of intimacy for men who batter are excessive dependencv on one
person to the exclusion of others (McCue, 1995; Murphy et al., lg91;Shupe et al., lgg7),
the fear of same-sex intimacy (Stark, 1991: Van de ven, lg94), and a constant need to
externalize and minimize, blaming external circumstances for their behaviors and
feelings (McCue, I 995; Russell. 1995: Shupe et al., IggT).
Definition of Domestic Violence
The definition of domestic violence adhered to is from Russell (lgg5). Russell
descnbes abusive behavior as
...behavior that inflicts hurt or injury through disregard,
domination, or inequitable demands of the partnerl Abusive behaviorsinclude use of physical violence, demeaning Ianguage, domination, anddemands for service (p. g),
From this definition stems the premise that men believe in their superiorify and
dominance in the relationship, giving implicit interpersonal and contextual validation for
their violence against their partners.
Purpose of the study
Men who use violence learn to rationalize their extrerne behaviors. These are
men who are often suffering from low self-esteem, depression, dualistic thinking .
patterns, and severe stress reactions (Burke et al., 1988; Dobash & Dobash, lggl;
Murphyetal', 1994; shupeetal, 1987;Star, 1983). Manydonotknowhowtoarticulate
their need for intimacv, companionship and closeness unless it is through the act of
sexual intercourse' They are those who tend to use power and control in their emotional
relationships with others, particularly their spouses.
4The purpose of this study was to explore l+nth men who batter rvhat they conceive
as their struggles for non-sexual intimacy and closeness. The information will be used to
address the need for education on intimacy in the domestic abuse program curriculum.
The information gathered can also enlighten those who work with men who batter as to
some of the men's particular challenges or strengths in their quest to achieve growth and
change in their interpersonal lives.
Research questions
The research questions for the proposed study are the followrng:
1) How do men who choose violence define intimacy?
2) How does this definition influence their relationship with significant orhers,
male friends and female friends?
3) What are the gender role beliefs of men who choose violence?
4) How do these perceptions of gender roles relate to intimacy with women, men,
and others?
5CHAPTER TI
Literature Review
This chapter reviews the literature on family violence as it relates to gender role
beliefs and struggles for intimacy wrth men who choose violence. of particular interest
are the patterns revealed throughout 20 years of study to revear proclivities by researchers
to study typologies of batterers, or make hypotheses about men who choose violence
without getting to know the population itself. The final part of the review discusses
Iiterature related to involuntary clients. This chapter ends wrth a brief summary and a
statement of the gaps in the riterature reviewed.
Themes that reveal intimacy challenges for men who choose violence
Themes revealed in a recent literature review on family violence pointed to
several considerations that either comprised gender role beliefs in men who batter or
contnbuted to lower intimacy in their relationships. These themes included ( I )
stereotypic views of male and female gender roles, (2) Iow self-esteem and lack of social
skills, (3) excessive dependency on one person, (4) fear of same sex intimacy
(homophobia. homosociality; and (5) need to externalize and minimize, put Iocus of
control outside of themselves.
Stereotypic view of male and femele gender roles
Early studies into the characteristics of batterers ascribed traditional gender role
rnindsets to those who battered their wives. often, it was pointed out, the men who abuse
had negative attitudes towards women in general, and expected his wife to be submissive
subservient and motherly (Walker,lglg). Recent studies, however, have shown this
mindset to vary among types of abusers. Munroe et al.( l9g4) point out that research has
failed to confirm the hypothesis that having traditional attitudes torvards women relates
to elevated physical aggression towards men.(p.4g0) Indeed, in the review of typology
literature, Munroe et al', point out that "family only" batterers had the most Iiberal
6attrtudes toward women, rvhile the more violent and antisocial
and conservative sex role attitudes (p. 490).
men had the more ngld
one study by Burke, stets and Pirog-Good (l9BB) used identifv theory to prove
that it is in fact men who espoused less masculine valueswere more Iikely to physically
abuse their partners, sustain and inflict sexual abuse" and have lower self esteem (p. g5).
L,ow self-esteem and poor communieetion skills
Several studies on male batterers and self-esteem emphasize that men who batter
tended to suffer from particularlv low levels of self esteem (Burke et al, Iggg, Murphy et
al'' I994' Star, 1983)' The study done by Murphy et al. ( tg94), concluded that partner
assaultive men reported Iower self esteem than nonviolent men. Burke et al.( lggg),
showed that men wrth less masculine qualities suffered lower self esteem were more
Iikely to abuse their partners, and sustain and inflict sexual abuse (p g6)
A background of violence and deprivation can also stunt a man,s ability to
communicate properly with others. As little boys learning to achieve identity, many learn
to label almost all feelings anger, unless conditioned not to do so. Lack of
communication skills and poor impulse control, shupe et al.( r ggz), point out, make
these men feel like they are at the mercy of powerful feelings they are unable to articulate
(p' 39) Violence towards the one who arouses these feelings provides a temporary
cathartic but ultimatery damaging effect on their rerationship
Russell (1995) has challenged the idea that men who batter have few skills in
resolving conflicts- she points to clinical observations that indicate many abusive men
are highly proficient at conflict resolution (p. 36) Using belief sysrems rheory, she
challenges the notion of other treatment models that suggest providing teaching
behavioral or information about alternate attitudes is adequate. A treatment model that
-,
engages abusive men into a process of evaluating and confronting their distorted beliefs
rs necessary
Excessive dependency on one pemon
High dependencv needs were shown by family violence to be a ma.,or
component in the male bafterer's make up (McCue, 1995, Shupe et al, lgg7, Walker,
1979)' star ( 1983) points out that spouse abusers are controlling, possessive, and
insecure (p' 3a) The partrrer or wife is the one link that appears to hold these men
together' .'Family is everything and the wife forms the center of the universe,, reports
one family violence worker (Star, p. 34).
Many point to the violence and depnvation many spouse abusers expenenced as
children as contributing factors to their immature dependency needs and lack of
communication skills (Murphy et al., 1994; Shupe et al., lgg7; Star, Igg3). Shupe et al.
( 1987)' points out that the higher the unconscious dependence on the wrfe, the more
extreme the violence (p. 37).
A study done by Murphy, Meyer, and o'Leary ( I gg4) cornpare d 24 partner
assaultive (PA)men to 24 nonviolent, men in discordant marriages (DNV), and 24
nonviolent men in happy mamages (HNV). They found that the pA men had higher
interpersonal dependency, partner dependency and lower self esteem than those in the
HNv and DNV groups' using Interpersonal Dependency Inventory (rDI) (Hirschfeld et
al'' 1977) and the Rosenberg self-Esteem scale (Rosenberg, lgTg) Murphy et al,.found
partner assaultive men reported a lack of social skills, excessive reliance on signifrcant
others' particularly their partner, extreme fear of abandonment, relationship-dependent
self-esteem and a tendency to focus on the pnmary relationship to the exclusion of other
social contacts (p' 733)' what is frightening about this charactenstic is that often parfner
I
assaultive men would rather kill their wrvesrintimate other rather than let her go and live
without her (Shupe er al.. IggT)
Fear of samesex intimacy
Those who believe in the primacy of the male/female relationship have been
shown to shy awaY from close relationships with those of the same-sex (Britton, 1990,
Stark, I991, van de Ven, I994). Many abusers, Star ( I9B3) points out. have never
Iearned to deal wlth emotional closeness and non-sexual intimacy (p. 35). These ars men
who are stunted emotionally who never develop close, emotionally close, supportive
relationships with other men (shupe et ar., lggr).
stark ( I99l ) fbund there to be high levels of homophobia and low levels of
intimacy among those men who espoused traditional gender roles. In an g4-question
survey, stark polled 806 undergraduates (415 females, 36g males) at a medium sized,
mtd-Atlantic universiw in February of 1989. It measured respondents, auirudes and
behaviors with respect to same-sex intimacy, belief in the traditional female role, belief
in the traditional rnale role, and attitudes towards homosexual people. stark found
venfication fbr his hypothesis that high levels of belief in traditional roles may lead both
men arul women lo experience a lower level of same-sex intimacy. Overall his data
showed that the men (who were not considered violent) were significantly more
homophobic, more sexist, and less same-sex intimate than the f'emale respondents.
van de ven ( 1994) found in a study comparing homophobic reactions of male
and female undergraduates, high school students, and young juvenile offenders, the Iatter
group espoused the most homophobic responses (p. 122). one may conclude that those
from dysfunctional backgrounds and who get involved early in the Iegal system, may
carry the least liberal views of gender roles.
I
Externalizatiou and Minimization
Men who batter histoncally want do denv or minimize the darnage they have
inflicted on their wrfe/parfner. Many try to justifo their violence. Shupe et a[. found
( 1987) that 80% of I l9 cases rvho entered the Arxtin Diversion program tried to
minimize, deny, orlustift their violent acts. This need for denial apparently runs deep, as
the facilitators had proof positive of the men's violence from police reports, hospital
authonties, women's accounts and parole otlicers. (p" 26) In one incident Shupe et al.
(1987) about one man,s outright denial:
Ted states that he is very jealous of his wife Pat, largely because he has had
affairs, and is atraid she wrll do the same. He works nights, she has friends over, and the
last time he went through a buildup of worry and jealousy, he beat her up. He pushed,
slapped, dragged her around the floor, and punched her. He loosened her teeth, bruised
her ribs' and blackened her eyes. He states he did not hit her, though the assault charge
rvas filed and was referred [to treafment] by the judge (p.27).
Few abusers like to characterize themselves as men who beat their wives or
girlfnends' They do not see themselves as brutes. Most violence, choking, punching,
beating, is seen as an act of self-defense or retaliation for a perceived threat fiom their
spouses (McCue, p. 109). One survey made by the 1990 Amencan Society of
Cnminology found that perpetrators emphasized loss of control and blamed to the victim
for their behavior (Mccue, p. I09). Men who do not outnght deny their abuse of spouses
will still externalize blame on outside factors, such asSob stress, money problems,
pressures of parenthoo4 0r the effects of alcohol.
The issuw surrounding involuntary clients
The research subjects in the study are almost all court-ordered to the domestic
abuse program at East Side Neighborhood service, Inc. Due to the involuntary nature of
t0
their presence at the agencv, certain vanables mav be at work in the outcome of the
study' Like other involuntarv clients. many of these men are often labeled resistant, or
hard to reach (Goldstein- 1986: Miller & Rollnick, l99l; Rooney; lgg2). The problem,
anger management/domestic violence is defined for them and the treatment imposed on
them' The balance of power between client and worker is unbalanced. The required
treatment imposed on men who choose violence endorses social control and therapy, a
subtle contradiction to the NASW Code of Ethics that en;oins that social work
practitioners to encourage maximum self-determination (NAsw, l gg4). In requiring
treatment for domestic violence, wE marginalize groups that may already greatly
oppressed and on the periphery of society already.
Another ethical dilemma arises when the judicial system requires treatment for
clients who may not view themselves as havingthat problem. Issues of denial and lack of
understanding put aside, manv involuntary clients do not accept the definition of their
problem according to their social work interventionists. Rooney ( l9g2) reports that
maximum treatment ef-fectiveness with involuntary clients is achieved through
identifoing with them their definition of the problem. The danger lies, however, in the
involuntary client minimizing or denying the problem. Srudies point to involuntary
clients reporting fewer issues or problems than those who voluntarily sought assistance.
A study by O'Hare (1996) demonstrated that the court-ordered clients reported less
psychosomatic symptoms than did those voluntarily seeking assistance. On a scale that
rated their readiness for change, 70%of O'Hare's involuntary subjects reported being in
the precontemplative stage (denies or minimizes the problem, blames others for forcing
treatment on them) or uninvolved. This figure signifies that many involuntary clients
come into court-ordered treatment, such as the domestic abuse classes at East Side, both
resistant and reluctant to be challenged.
{'
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Gaps in the literature
Findings from the literature review show that rhe breadth of empirical srudy done
rvrth men who batter focused particularly on quantitative measurements (conflict Tactics
Scales, Interpersonal Dependencv Inventory, Self-esteem Scale) of their motivations and
charactenstics' only a few have used qualitative measurement tools to grve voice to men
who have marginalized themselves by using extreme behavrors. Russell ( I g95) is one
researcher who has used qualitative research methods in her srudies of family violence.
she interviewed l5 abusive men about their belief systems, and how these beliefs
manifested themselves in their intimate relationships. The evidence of use of qualitative
techniques were found in a fbw studies that used individual interviews ro follorv up on
quantitative measurements (Murphy et al, 1994;shupe et al., lgg6; van de ven, lgg4).
The lack of use of pure qualitative research done wrth men who batter points to the
necessity of more work done that "start where the client is." The use of group discussions
to let clients define and discuss their issues relating to intimacy can empower their own
processes of change, as well as provide valuable information to the body of knowledge of
family violence.
A sense of machismo or exaggerated belief in the dominant male role emerges
from the literature reviewed. Men use violence to keep their tenuous sense of security
intact (campbell, I993). Homophobia, a ngid belief in stereotyped gender roles, and core
experiences have shaped many abusive men. These men have found few avenues to
demonstrate or engage in close personal relationships. The synergy found in a focus
group format wrll provide some experience
of intimacy to men who seldom seek out othermale company. This wrll happen through
and open and respectful discussion about what barriers and strengths these men bnng to
their experiences of intimacy.
frffisEtrg Solltgp' Ubrarf
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Summary
Previous research on men who batter demonstrates a plethora of quantitative data
on ffiologies and characteristics. Reviewed above are common themes found in the
literature about men who batter. Less study has been rnade of the personal and
interactional experience of the men themselves. Thjs study hopes to gain an alternative
vision about what men who have been court-ordered to a domestic abuse program
perceive and believe about their intimate experiences.
t3
CHAPTER III
Theoretical Framework
Based on the literature presented in chapter fwo, factors were identified which
predict why men struggle with intimate relationshrps. Family violence is a multifaceted
and complex issue that cannot be explicated through one source or avenue. The factors
identified in the literafure review alluded to histoncal cultural norms that reinforce male
dominance' psychodynamic norms that men view women as extensions of themselves
and need to control them, and cognitive behavioral norms that allow men to react to their
partners as their parents did. The theoretical framework initially used for this research
does not encompass all the vanables that are involved in the motives of the mistreatment
of pafiners by their male companions. Two other theones are brought in to discuss the
findings and illuminate the material in chapter V This discussion does not minimize the
mistreatment of men at the hands of their female partners, the mistreatment of men from
rnale partners' or the mistreatment of women from female partners. However the scope of
this discussion deals wrth the male subjects that were used for this study.
Theoretical expranations for menrs viorence against women
There are a number of explanations that have been used by social scientists to
understand the historical' cultural, and normative sources of female partner abuse.
Theories for men's violence nrn the continuum of psychoanalytic motivatrons (for
example' Chodorow, 1978) to cultural validation (Dobash & Dobash, I g1g;walker,
1986) by a patriarchal society as well as cognitive behavioral theory indicating that men
who choose violence do so from modeling of others, like their parents (Bandura ,1g77;
Hudson and MacDonald; l9S6).
Psychoanalytic theories include attachment theory that stresses the dysfunctional
bond between primary caregiver and infant son, leading to overdependence and rage
l4
against women in the son's adult life (Bowlby, 1969; Chodorow. 197g, 1994: Stosny,
1995)' sociopolitical theones include the feminist perspective that male dominance is
built into the legal, social, and economic systems that pervade our lives (Abramo vitz,
1996; Dobash & Dobash- 1979; Pharr, 1988; Russell, 1995; yllo, lggS: walker, l9g6).
The profeminist rnodel sees the violent man as having sexist expectations and controlling
behaviors that have been validated and reinforced by dominant cultural norns. The
Family violence program operates from the profeminist perspective, believing that
abusive men need to take responsibility for their violent thoughts, feelings and behavior,
and understand the societal messages the have
Violence Philosophy Statemenr. l ggs).
Terms to be defined:
reinforced their thinking (ESNS Family
In order for the reader to have a better grasp on the terminolory of this discussion,
the follov\nng pertinent definitions are offered.
Power 
- the use of resources to gain status and authoriqv (Abramovitz, 1996;
Russell, I gg5).
Control 
- the use of one's power/resources to dictate or dominate a given
situation (.pharr, l9gg, Russell, l gg5).
Abuse - behavior that inflicts hurt or injury through disregard, domination, or
inequitable demands from the partner. This behavior includes use of physical
violence' demeaning language, domination, and demands for service (Russell,
rees)
lntimacy 
- the ability to share the vulnerable aspects of one's self with a partner
or friend (Erikson, lg5g).
Men who choose violence 
- a term used interchangeably with ..men who batter.,,
I5
Specificallv, the term is meant to describe men who have used violence on their
partners
Feminist theory
Feminists such as Russell (1995) propose that men who see themselves as
superior' central and desen/lng have less abiliqv or willingness to see the consequences of
their violent behaviors. Men whose core beliefs keep them in roles of supenority over
women wtll objectifr their female partners and other female contacts. v/omen may be
seen as extensions of their own wants and needs, and from the male's perspective in need
of correction when she does not acquiesce (Russell, Igg5). Rigid core beliefs about the
self and gender roles will limit the abiliqy of men who think this to have significant depth
or flexibility in their roles as partners, parents or friends to either sex (Stark, lggl; van
de ven' 1994) Issues such as heterosexism and homophobia inhibit these men from
developing expansive views of themselves and themselves in relation to others (van de
ven' 1994) Men who batter may have difliculqv understanding their needs for
friendships outside of their sporse. Rigid role beliefs may prevent such men from
expanding their networks of support. Men who rely solely on their partners for all their
needs will be inevitablv disappointed (shupe et al., rgg7). Men caught in
one-dimensional relationships may have diflicult-v wrth the concept of the need for
non-sexual intimacy (Stark, Iggl ).
Abusive men tend to find rationales outside of them to explain their motives
(Russell' 1995; walker, 1979; Yllo, I993). Due to this externalizing, these men often feel
powerless in changlng the dynamic established by their abuse wrth their partners. Men
who feel this way often have a skewed or one-dimensional perspective of intimacy
(Russell, I gg5).
A review of recent ernpincal literature reveals a specific set of attributes and
characteristics in men who have been treated for spouse or partner abuse (Russell, l gg5;
t6
walker, 1986: YIlo, 1993) walker (|gl})points out common traits in male bafierers,
including low self-esteem, tendencv to blame others for their actions. belief in male
superionty and extreme reactions to stress. Russell (199i) has interviewed several male
batterers in depth and came up wrth similar results. she found these men has a set of
core beliefs that included.
* The self as central and separate.
+ The self as superior.
+ The self as deserving.
Russell has used belief sYstems theory to help change abusive men's beliefs to those that
are more mutual in outlook, including:
+The self as connected.
+The self as equal.
*The self as mutually engaged (p S)
Her belief, shared by other feminist treatment models, is that changrng beliefs will
produce behavior change in men who batter.
Men who batter, then, carry core attitudes of deservedness and superionty that
support the context for abuse. They have camed the pnvilege bestorved upon them by
patriarchy too far' Most men who batter realize, on some level, that their violent
behavior has destroyed trust and intimacy with their partner.
The fbminist-political model explicates most effectively the major forces behind
the issue of spousaupartner abuse. This model suggests that men beat women to gain the
power over which they feel entitled to because of patnarchal beliefs of male superiority
(walker' 1986)' within the feminist-political model, issues of power and control are
fundamental for this target population (Adams, p. I7) . For treating rnen who batter, the
profeminist model sees it as vital to challenge the sexist expectations and controlling
behaviors that often inhibit men's motivation to learn and consistently apply such skills
17
ln a non-controlling manner. The early part of treatment in the profeminist rnodel is
based on identifuing and eliminating violent and conrroiling behaviors, and stopping the
violence immediately; the latter part of treatment, to confront sexist affitudes and
assumptions (Adams. p. I S).
This model focuses heavily on paffiarchy, the social system charactenzed by
men's power and privilege' Payne (lggl)also identifies.'socialist feminism', as the
framework that emphasizes women's oppression as part of structured inequality wrthin a
class based social system. The nse of capitalism pushed the basic unit of production
outside the family, and women's domestic contributions were devalued, The spread of
Protestantism idealized the institution of marriage; wrfel-y obedience and chastiqv were
equated wth moral duty. Abramovitz (1996) has spoken of the..family ethic', that
reinforces an ideology of men's and women's roles that supports the patriarchal
economic and political interests of a capitalist society Dobash and Dobash (l9Tg) suggest
that the Amencan economic structure cannot tolerate a nonsexist, pluralistic society, and
suggest that a restructuring of the capitalistic system is necessary before women will
cease being battered.
The researcher will use the feminist-political label coined by walker ( l9g6) to
charactenze the theoretical framework upon which the research questions rest. Recent
empirical research reinforces the usefulness of this particular lens with which to view
rnen who batter' Patriarchal social and political systems foster the oppression of women
by men (Abramovite, 1996; Pharr, 1988; Russell, Igg5, Walker, lgg6; yllo, lgg3).
Pharr ( 1988) states that patnarchy is an ideolory that is held in place by sexism, a belief
in the inferiority of women. Gender roles through the centunes have according to pharr,
benefited men and hurt women. The male batterer, with societal backing, feels justified
and even righteous, for his part in keeping women in their place. Economics reinforces
this notion by placing greater value and social recognition on men,s work.
t8
While a number of explanations that have been used by social scientists to
understand the histoncal. cultural, and normative sources of wife abuse- campbell (lgg3)
points out the pattern that emerges from all avenues of inquirv is the concept of
machismo or exaggerated belief in the dominant male role. The idea of being tough
pervades throughout classes- races, and creeds. Many men who feel their masculine role
threatened use violence to keep their control and identity intact. Dobash & Dobash
( 1979) have found significant links between cultural, histoncal and economic forces that
reinforce women to believe thev are truly the "second sex", and for men to use their
socialization in patnarchy to ensure their dominance.
Two other f'eminist thinkers who have illuminated the field of gender, identify
and intimacy are Gilligan ( I 982 ) and chodorow ( t g7g, I gg4). Gilligan and pollak
( 1982) studied a nurnber of stones by men and women as part of a class exercise in a
psychology course on motivation. Trventv-one percent of the stories written by male
students in response to a picture of a couple sitting on a bench by a river next to a low
bridge contained incidents of violence-homicide, suicide, stabbing, kidnapping, or rape.
on the other none of the female students had prqected violence into their responses to
this image' Gilligan tbund that the male students generally infused danger and violence
into their responses to images of personal affiliation, while fernale students infused
danger and violence into images of achievement and competition. Gilligan surmised that
the results reflected gender differences in the construction of danger. The men in her
study corroborated the hypothesis of the diflering perceptions by men and women about
what poses a threat' Her findings underscore the notion that men see danger more often
in close personal affiliation, construing danger from ansing from intimacy. Men see
danger in intimacy ansing from of entrapment or betrayal, being caught in smothering
relationship, or humiliated by re.;ection or deceit (p 42).
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Gilligan goes on to distinguish men and women's diffenng understanding of
attachment and separatton. Men's identity is developed through a greater separation
from his familv, his peers, etc- while women's identity, Gilligan proposes, is developed
through a greater network of attachment. separation is supported by the moral ideology
of rights' while attachment is supported by the moral ideology of care. Rights is based on
equality and fairness- care on equitv and recognition of differences.(p. 164) Gilligan
proposes that true intimacy can be achieved for men (in particular) when they embrace
these seeming two disparate moral ideologles (p. I65).
chodorow ( 1978) has extended Freudian understanding of sexualitv by arguing
that as a gender men are socialized by the innate difference they have from their pnmary
caregiver' a women' This "otherness" infiltrates and characterizes the development of
the young man' As other, he stnves to separate, compete and achieve identity. The
"object" of his infancy is different than he is, from whom he can separate more tangibly.
His tasks to achieve and compete render the notion of care and attachment somewhat
alien to the matunng male' Men are thus socialized from infancy on to value separation
and achievement over intimacy or crose webs of personar affiriates.
Summary
This research explored the challenges faced by men who batter in their
relationships' The pnmary purpose of this study was to exprore wrth men who baffer
what their perceptions and expenences were for intimacy and closeness. In eliciting
thoughtful dialogue befween men who batter and their peers, a greater comprehension of
the meanings and experiences of intimacy these men attribute to other groups, such as
their partners, friends, and chirdren courd be gained.
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CHAPTER TV
Methodology
The Use of a eualitative Research Design
This research study utilized a qualitative research design. Focus groups were the
pnmary source of data collection- Participants also completed a pre-*qroup questionnaire.
This approach was chosen due to the experiential nature of interaction between
researcher and her subjects. Qualitative methods allow for an expansive examination of
a particular issue without the constrictions of predetermined categories ( patton, Iggz).
Focus group research design has much to offer in terms of empowenng a group of men
who generall-v don't get to share their experiences wrth other men. Men who choose
violence are social beings who can influence and be influenced by others in their group.
Focus groups approximate the natural circumstances of volunteered information wrthin a
$oup of people' Focus groups can foster, due to the ir synerglstic nature, both anticipated
and unanticipated information for the researcher (Krueger, I994).
A Descnption of the Focus Group Method
Data collection was done through the use of the focus group format. A focus
group is trrpically composed of 6 to l2 participants who are selected because they have
certain characteristics in common that relate to the topic of the focus group.Krueger
( 1994) points distinguishing features of the focus groups. For example, focus groups are
usually conducted in a series- Multiple groups are needed to detect patterns and trends
across groups' A homogeneous make up of participants makes data collection more
consrstent and val uable.
The focus group format differ from other group formats in that they are not meant
to reach consensus, provide recommendations, or make decisions about future courses of
action (Krueger' I994; Morgan, I988) Researchers use focus groups to understand the
perceptions' feelings and experiences of participants about the particular topic. More
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natural than individual interviews. focus groups provide an environment rvhere
participants learn and influence from each other (Krueger, 1994, Roonev, lggg). Rooney
( 1998) points out that the researcher makes explicit use of the group discussion as a
source of data' She/tre is able to reach a depth of understanding of a phenomenon or
pattem for the population being srudied.
The focus group interview is usually facilitated by one or two moderators. These
moderators may audiotape participants, or take copious notes. participants are notified
ahead of time if they are to be tape recorded and consent forms enlisted.
An interview guide consisting of six questions was used. These questions
fbllowed from the main research questions being investigated. euestions were
open-ended with no nght or wrong answers. The interview guide serves the purpose of
organizing and categonzing data across groups (Krueger, 1994; Rooney, lggg).
strengths and Limitations of the Focus Group Method
As a qualitative research tool, focus groups fill a social work value by allowrng
the researcher to interact in a neutral, albeit personal manner with his subjects (Rootrey,
I998) The earlier review of the literature suggested very limited use of qualitative
research wrth men who have mistreated their partners, that is, few studies have actually
sought the personal experiences of these men through personal interview or interaction.
This kind of group interaction allows the moderator to probe for more specific
information and provides flexibility to explore unanticipated issues (Krueger, I994).
This kind of interaction between moderator and subject also contributes to high face
validity ( Krueger, lg94;Rooney, I998; shamdaspani & stewart, lggg). Another
strength of the focus group format is that they can be done at relatively low cost. Results
gained from this technique are credible, usually presented in lay terminology that is not
present in quantitative study results (Krueger, 1994; Rooney; Iggg) The last advantage
of the focus group format is that it provides plentiful and profound results quickly, where
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It may take days and weeks to gather the same kind of matenal using a qwmti*tive study
method (Krueger, lg94- Morgan, lggg).
Limitations of the fbcus group format includes less moderator conffol over a
group than an individual interview. Participants can influence the course of the
discussion and get the topic offtrack (Krueger, I994). The data from group discussions
can be difficult to categonze and analyze. care needs to be given to interpreting
comments within the context of the social environment from which thev arose (Krueger,
1994; Morgan, 1988). Care and expertise is thus needed by the facilitator in order to
capitalize on group time' and an understanding of group dynamics is needed. Groups can
vary greatly, another limitation fbr which the researcher must be prepared. several
groups helps balance out idiosyncrasies of individual group sessions (Krueger, 1994).
These groups are often difficult to assemble, and requires that participants take time and
energy out of their schedules to share their experiences with others (Rooney, Iggg,
Morgan, I98B)
Involuntary clients are known for their initial resistance to treatment. As
voluntary participants in a fbcus group discussion, involuntary clients such as
court-ordered men can find a sense of empowerment in the collaborative nature of the
format' Use of the group process is well known for treatment programs, and can be
extended to use in the $owng field of qualitative social work research. The focus n.oup
format upholds tenets used by the social work profession (Rooney, lggs). The idea of
"starting where the client is" and collaborating with the client in their treatment
reinforces values normally allotted to direct practice. The focus group method blends
research and direct practice method into one (Rooney, lggg).
Research Questions
I ) How do men who choose viorence define intimacy?
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2) How does this definition influence their relationship wrth significant others.
male friends and female friends?
3) what are the gender role beliefs of men who choose violence?
4) How do these perceptions of gender roles relate to intimacy with women, men,
and others?
Participant selection
A convenience sample was obtained from the several of the men,s groups
facilitated by the Family violence Program at ESNS. Facilitators of the Monday night
men's groups announced the opportunity for group participants to be a part of the
research" The researcher came into each group and explained the research.. The
researcher Ieft consent forms (Appendix A), for those group members who chose to
volunteer for the research study' The facilitator and the facilitators then stepped out of
the room' one of the men was appointed to take the completed forms, put them in an
envelope' seal the envelope, and place the envelope in a designated box for the
researcher' The appointed group member notified the facilitator once he had put the
envelope of consent forms in the designated box. once this action was completed, the
facilitator returned to the room to resume group activities.
when the consent forms were collected, they were numbered sequentially to use
Iater to randomize the subjects into four focus groups. Thus, if five men volunteered
from one men's group, the first one was given number I, the second number 2, and so on
until the fifth volunteer who again is assigned number I. six men who have been
randomized from each of the five men's Monday night groups wrll meet wrth the
principal investigator in a separate room at the site. The focus groups were scheduled
during regularly scheduled family violence classes. This was for the convenience of the
men who decided to participate in focus groups and would not have to go out of their
way to attend' Because they were court ordered to attend these family violence classes,
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and are expected to attend a minimum of 15 rveeks out the I 8 week program. those men
who participated were required to attend an additional week of men's anger group free
of charge' This ensured that those men who did participate in the focus groups were
able to make up anY lost inforrnation and group time. Those men who did not participate
in the focus groups will be able to go their regularly scheduled men's groups on the siune
night' The study participants reconvened into their regular groups for second half of the
eventng.
Characteristics of the population
The population srudied were men from a large, Midwestern urban area. Most had
been court-ordered to men's anger groups as a condition of their sentence. Most of these
men have been arrested for fifth-degree assault, disorderly conduct, or domestic abuse.
Approximately seventy-five percent of the men in the family violence program
are Caucasian' Another fifteen percent of the participants are African-American. The
remaining ten percent of the men are generally of Hispanic. Asian. orAfrican ongin.
Measurement issues
Reliability takes a different role in qualitative research than in quantitative
research' Rubin and Babbie ( 1997) suggest that some researchers ask the subjects of the
research to confirm the accuracy of the researcher's observations. The expertise of the
moderator at controlling the f-low of the conversation, sensitivity at observing non-verbal
cues' and keen listening abilities also improves reliability of this format to produce
consistent and honest answers from research participants (patton, I gg7)
Krueger ( 1994) reports that focus groups have high face validity, due in large part
to the believability of the comments made by the respondents. people open up in focus
groups and share insights in ways they may not have been able to with other research
methods' Krueger ( 1994) cites predictive or convergent validity another consideration in
Iooking at the data collected from focus group discussions. This kind of validity
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colresponds participants responses to that participant's future behaviors- thoughts, or
expenences.
Focus groups are a valid method for understanding sensitive issues such as
intimacy in men who batter because they lend themselves to open, honest discussion
among peers and a non_judgmental facilitator"
Data collertion
Focus groups were the pnmary source of data for this research. Four groups of
four to six parrrcipants answered questions about their experiences and beliefs about
intimacy wrth partners, male and female friends, and children. This method allowed the
researcher to probe for specific information and explore unanticipated responses
(Krueger, lgg4)' A greater degree of moderator and participant interaction also helped to
contnbute to the validity of the data collected (Krueger, 1994). euestions asked by the
facilitator had to be asked so that data collected is the same kind of data collected in
repeated observations, or in this case discussions, of,the sarne topic. At the risk of
spontaneitv, standardized questions used in each group session increased the likelihood
of consistent, reliable data (Morgan, I 993 ).
Data was collected in face-to-face focus groups wrth the researcher as the
facilitator' The researcher approached several weeknight men's domflstic abuse
intervention groups at onesocial service agency and explained the nature of the research
project to potential participants- Men in the groups were given a chance to ask questions
concerning the focus group format, expectations of the researcher, and concerns they
might have had about the subject of discussing intimacy in front of other men, a
potentially sensitive issue for this population.
Several consent forms (appendix A) were Ieft by the researcher at the end of her
explanation' Interested participants signed the consent form and turned them in to their
anger management group facilitator at the end of the group session. once a potential
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participant volunteered to be in the studv, he was 
*qrven a copy of the consent form
(appendix A) that outlined how the study was to be conducted, along wrth an explanation
of the risks and benefits- The tbllo*rng week, after the researcher randomly selecting
six participants for each of the four focus groups, volunteers were informed by the
researcher of the time and date of their focus group session. Focus group sessions were
held dunng regularly scheduled domestic abuse class hours for the convenience of the
participants' Partrcipants were expected to make up lost group time by attending an extra
domestic abuse class.
At the beglnning of each focus group, participants completed a pre-group
demographics questionnaire (appendix B). This provided the researcher wrth
demographic infbrmation about her pool of subjects. The participants also filled out the
six question sheet (appendix c) that was used as the guiding interview script by the
researcher' This was given to provide ample time for participants to formulate their
thoughts about each question- [t also provided written information from the participants
as well as verbal information to enhance and enlarge on their answers,
Before discussion began, the facilitator read the ground rules (appendix D) and
asked the participants fbr anv questions they may have had. After questions were
thoroughly answered' the focus group session began. six open-ended questions were
asked in the $oups (appendix c). Questions were designed to elicit responses specific to
the gender role belief/intimacy correlation, yet open-ended enough to allow fbr a broad
range of expenence and interpretation within that correlation. The separate focus groups
were asked the same set of questions in the same order. Each group lasted from sixty to
ninety minutes' The study was an exploratory one, so the questions were not pre-tested.
The interviews were audio-taped and transcnbed.
The series of four focus groups was held over a period of six weeks. Each group
met in a small upstairs room at East Side Neighborhood Service, Inc. While the
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researcher sought six participants for each group. the number of participants in each
b'roup varied from four to six volunteers. Initiallv the researcher made the same
introduction, explanation ol-the ground rules, and posed the first open-ended question.
The first question, asking about their definition of intimacy sought to '.break the ice,, and
elicit some initial general information tiom the participants. The first focus group, made
up of five participants, had quite a bit to say in response to the first question. The second
focus group, made up of six participants, seemed more hesitant to launch into the
discussion' The third group, made up of four participants, were very eager to share their
thoughts about the subject of intimacy, while the fourth group, made up of six
participants. seemed initially uncomfortable wrth the subject.
Focus group questions elicited information that can be grouped around several
distinctive themes' These themes follow chronologically around the research questions.
The themes were safety, vulnerability, trust, Iack of trust, d.iffenng levels of intimacy
wtth men' women and children, and sources and outcomes of gender role expectations.
Each theme rvrll be identified in the next chapter, as it arises, in answenng one of the
four research questions. some of the themes identified reverberated in more than one of
the research questions addressed. The following discussion will follow the format of the
research questions' The information presented is presented in aggregate f-orm to protect
the confidentiality of those individuals who took part in the focus group discussions.
Part of the ground rules asked that those who became upset during the actual
focus group discussion to take a "time out", a de-escalating procedure taught by the
Family violence program at East side Neighborhood seryice, Inc. once they had
de-escalated on their owrl or wrth an agency staff person, they were to return to their
regularly scheduled domestic abuse g,oup. while some discomfort was voiced, no
participant indicated a need to take a time out during any of the four focus group session.
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At the end of each focus group session, participants were given a small monetary
stipend and two movie passes. Two participants refr,rsed the stipend, citing a desire to
contribute to the researcher's study without needing an incentive. others expressed
appreciation of the stipend but questioned the need to attend an additional week of
domestic abuse classes.
Dats analysis
Analysis of data came from the tapes and the notes taken during the focus group
sessions' The data derived from this study was descriptive, and was analyzed using
content analysis. Recurrent themes and patterns were sought out. Data from each group
was analyzed separatelY, and subsequentlv aggregated along similar, relevant themes. To
simplify the process, key concept were identified and organized according to the topic.
This technique facilitated an easier process by which to identifu similar, different, and
recurring themes- once identified, the data was added to the findings in aggregate
form
Procedures for protection of human subjects
A proposal was submitted and approved by the Institutional Review Board at
Augsburg College (lRB # 99'02-2) to ensure the maximum benefit and least risk of harm
to potential participants in this research prqect. This committee ensured that the
researcher used all precautions to ensure the confidentiality and comfort to human
subjects used in the srudy.
Five different Monday men's groups and two diflerent Thursday men,s group
were approached by their individual facilitator, over the course of three weeks before the
intended focus group and told of the topic and nature of the research being done.
Consent forms were handed out to all men in each of the Monday and Thursday night
groups' Permission was asked in the consent lefiers that participants be tape recorded.
The group leader asked one group member to volunteer to gather the consent forms,
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rvhile the group Ieader left the room, and had the member place those forms in an
envelope' then puuing the envelope in a designated box at the agencv site fbr researcher.
This ensured confidentiality for research participants and protection from the facilitator
knowing who volunteered for the study. The group facilitator was notified by the
designated group mernber about the completion of collection of the consent forms.
For those who had residual sffess or delayed reaction to the fbcus group
expenence' the telephone numbers of the facilitators at work, besides the researcher,
were given for men to receive support or counseling by Family violence staff.
Dunng the actual focus group sessions, participants who became upset were
asked by the researcher to take a "time out", then return to the main group, or de-escalate
with a trained staffterson, then return to the main group.
AII of these measures were made to ensure against harm to participants, and
maximize benefit of the research proJect for ail participants.
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CHAPTER V
Findings
Overvie-vt
This chapter presents a d.iscussion of the findings from the research study. A
table of participant demographics is presented, followed by respondents' definitions of
intimacy, influences on relationships wrth others, gender role beliefs, and gender role
beliefs in relation to others. The last section of the chapter includes a discussion of the
nature of each of the focus groups.
Participant demogra phics
There were a total of twenty-one participants in four focus groups. There five
participants in the first fbcus group, six participants in the second focus group, four in the
thrid focus group, and six in the fourth focus groups. The source of data for participant
demographics carne from a pre-group questionnaire which asked participants to fill out
their personal demographics. Table I. below, is a compilation of participant
demographics.
(ieneral oh:;eruattzns
Several themes emerged from the four focus group interviews. The most
prominent themes included safety, vulnerability, lack of trust, diflering levels of intimacy
wth men, women, and children, and sources and outcomes of gender role expectations.
These themes emerged from responses to five open-ended questions that included
defining intimacy, how definitions of intimacy influenced relationships wrth significant
others' including children and friends, perceptions of gender roles, and how gender role
perceptions infl uenced intimate relationships.
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(N=5) (Nd) (Nd) (Nd)
Ethnic Background
Asian
African American
Hispanic
Caucasian
Native American
Other
Agp Range
l8 - 25 years old
26 - 35 years old
36 - 45 years old
46 - 55 years old
56 + years old
Mqrital Status
Single
Dating
Living Together
Married
Divorced
Numtfpf of childreu
None
I child
2 children
3+ children
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2
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I
4
I
3
I
I
1
1
3
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7
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7
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I
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t
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I
1
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I
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I
7
3
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7
I
I
I
3
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L
7
4I
I
4
I - I years
9 - 12 years
High School graduate
I3 - l6 years
17 + yeflrs
Court Ordered
Yes
No
Yes
No
Terroristic Threats
Disorderly Conduct
Fifth Degree Assault 4
Other
Mental Health lriagnosis
Yes
No
Yes
No
I
5
1
3
I
3
I
I
,l
tL
I
j
6
6
3
I
I
3
1
'lL
3
4
I
I
3
I
I
'l
I
1
I
5
I
5
I
3
I
5
I
5
I
3
3
3
4
I
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Definitions of intimacy
Generallv- the participants defined intimacy consistentlv as closeness, trust,
safety' and honesqv' some participants used physical relationship as a component of their
definition of intimacy' other participants used the word close or closeness as part of the
understanding of intimacy. Honesty was inherent in nine of the respondents, answers. A
few used ffust as part of their definition. Their responses had variations, but for the most
part the men felt that intimacy implied a sense of trust, honestv, and comfort not found in
other relationships. one man characterized the relationship he had with another as
feeling comfortable talking to another person and talkrng to him or herabout anything on my mind.
others saw intim?cY as specifically with an individuar of the opposite sex such as the
following respondent who saw intimacy as
a special relationship which may involve physical, emotional, mental,spiritual aspects- It foster gro*tt, and contentment, and is honest.
Honesty and trust were' as stated above some of most frequently used were in the
respondents definitions. For these men, not having to fear deceit or betrayal becomes a
large component of their ability to share themselves. In one focus group, participants
discussed the subject of fueling like intimate information they had shared wth their
partners had come back to haunt them, and that was one aspect of being open that they
feared most
some of it was more a mafter of some of the things I did tell her seemed
to just come back into my face at various points so I just got to a point
where I just didn't feel real comfortable wrth telling herthings though we
still share a Iot of intimate moments or whatever.
one man in this group noted that, while women often sought sensitivity and vulnerability
from their male piutners, men were tentative to do so due to past betrayals and lost trust.
Participants agreed that if they did make efforts to increase their levels of sharing with
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their partners- thev did so wrth the expectation of acknowledgment from their female
partners' This puts them in a difficult bind. As one participant expressed
you opened up and- like most men they have their closed parts and they
don't speak up or rvhat they want to say at times-and when they do it is
Iike a kind of Catch 22. We don't getthe results that we expect.
Participants agreed that expectations by them to get acknowledgment from their par[rers
often had led to a sense of disappointment and hurt because they had not received that.
The sense was that whomever, rvhether partner or friend, wanted the men to open up,
were doing so to see "rvhere mv head is at or coming from.,,
The participants also asreed that not only was trust an issue, but the sense of
vulnerability that they are shanng something of themselves and feel like may get
"stomped on'" The followrng comment appeared to represent sentiment about the
betrayal of a confidence
I told some coworkers that I was going through a hard time-getting
separated' divorced, and going through custody and stufflike that so when
he got upset with me he started yelling and this is in a factory-loud and he
said I hope your wrfc gets your kids and ail of your money, and rvhen you
go to court she's going to-so then I opened myself up and then instead of
feedback or supporl which is what you usually want when you open
yourself up then you get stomped on. It hurt a lot and made me angry.
Many of the men f'elt that a sense of comfort or security was implicit in their
being able be close or intimate with others. some men identified safety as a key issue in
their ideas of approaching potential partners, particularly after being hurt in the past.
what one man had shared with female partners in the past, had, in his perception, been
used by his partner when she was angry to humiliate him. These experiences had led him
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to going into relationships'-being on the defensive." These expenences also led one
participant to be more guarded getting into a relationship and his plan would be ..to throw
them a bone and see what they are going to do with it. If it gets thrown back, bye!,, For
him, intimacy was "trusting someone would not kiil you.',
In one focus group, a couple of men cited that cultural norms did not let men seek
intimacy other than through sex or marriage. one man had been most hurt by feeling left
vulnerable and weak when his mother and ex-wfe Ieft him. He felt .-naked,, and stated
that this was why trust for him was such a big issue.
Many men defined intimacy as romantic, and involving a sexual relationship rnnth
someone of the opposite sex- Some had not considered its meaning outside of the
romantic context' In the second focus group, one respondent felt strongly that intimacy
was not anything but that: "To me it is sexual and you are tryingto please each other.,,
This participant later said that his vocabulary was expanding, but felt that the word
intimacy had a sexual/romantic connotation from which he felt uncomfortable divergrng
from : "lntimacy to me is something that you have rurth the opposite sex,, and ..1 have
never looked at having an intimate relationship with another man.., Later in this
discussion we will make a more indepth view of the how many of the respondents
responded to the concept of intimacy wrth other men.
Not all men felt that the intimacy aspect of a relationship had to encompass a
physical or sexual component. A majoriry of written responses had used the word
closeness' trust, and honesty. Two written respondents had indicated that they did not
feel intimacy necessarily included a sexual/physical relationship. The third focus group,
made up of four participants seemed to have a fairly enlightened idea of intimacy,
agreeing that a physically intimate relationship alone could also be empry. one of these
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respondents said that his views of intimacy had shifted through a varietv of life
expenences
Well, my definition of intimacy has changed real drastically several times
and a lot of that has been due to experience and I guess the biggest part of
it where I had like a really ofIdefinition of intimacy for most of mv life
rvas because of being abused so bad.
This participant continued his initial understanding of intimacy translated into having sex
wtth a person at the slightest hint of emotional closeness. After realizing this was a fairly
pnmitive interpretation, this respondent felt Iike the could start experimenting with new
ideas of closeness and it wrdened his definition of intimacy. This evolution in their
understanding of the concept reverberated wrth many of the respondents experiences. As
the former participant ind-icates, there was a certain vulnerability as well as freedom in
redefining the concept of intimacy
And it was good for a while then I started getting hurt again. So my
tendency has always been once I test the water and I get hurt you know
just pull back altogether and now I am learning that its oK to still be
intimate and vulnerable and still share myself with other people and
maybe they are going to hurt me and hopefully it won't be intentionally
but people do things that they will feel hurt by and that doesn,t mean I
have to quit being a human being, so that's kind of nice.
Groups two and three both assented that having hope and trust even after a relationship
had ended was important in being able to go on and continue living. Both agreed that
while one's experiences of intimacy in the past may had led them to hurt and cynicism,
that all could use hope and trust to continue living in the world with other human beings.
JI
lnfl uence on relationships
Participants in atl four focus groups discussed varying degrees of positive and
negatives responses to their experiences of intimacy with their partners, male friends,
female friends and children- As summanzed in Figure l, common themes for some of
the men included a lack of tnrst, drsappointment, and the view that women often used
their vulnerability to hurt them. others spoke rvith obvious pleasure and great desire for
their intimate experiences with femare partners.
while some participants identified close relationships wrth other adult men, it is
not surprising that more than half the participants had either nothing to say about
relationships wrth men, or negative responses to this query on the focus group scnpt they
were each asked to fill out- The first focus group, towards the end of the discussion,
agreed that having one good male friend was indeed a rare but valuable gift. some
participants in other $oups agreed wrth this notion, but others fett little need for male
friends' There appeared, among these respondents, a distinct lack of valuing close
personal interactions with other men.
Relationships with children had the highest overall positive response from all the
focus group participants- Themes that emerged included feeling that chitdren were the
most naturally capable of being intimate beings, and were by far the most trustworthy.
some participants talked about intimate moments with their biological children, from
birth until adulthood' others talked of wanting to be caretakers and good rore models for
their children or the children around them.
Participant perceptions of inttmacy with partner.t
Participant reactions to partner intimacy ranged from very cynical after a bitter
divorce to joyous description of shared moments. Those who fell in the cynical range
identified themes of lack of trust, betrayed vulnerability, lost expectations. one man
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Figure I
Levels of ease by which subjects were abte to relate intimatety to other
groups:
Gender role beliefs
traditional (7)
in fransition (3)
liberal (5)
unknown (6)
men
hard
hard
easier
unknown
women
hard
hard
easier
unknown
children
easier
easier
easy
unknown
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wrote that "intimacv with women creates expectations that are unattainable. Another
stated he was "not willing to grve his all" in his relationship wrth a fbmale partner. In the
second focus group, one man wrote that it was "difficult" to have relationships with
women, while another wrote that "this level of a relationship is found with very few
people'" Some men seemed to feel victimized by their intimacy experiences and
expressed a lot of anger toward their former partners or wives. The comment of one
participant seems to capture this sentiment
I think that's the problem that some of us men have- there didn,t have to
be- a man didn't have to do one thing wrong anymore to want to go
through a divorce and number two be charged wrth assault for doing
absolutely nothing- period-absolutely nothing and you are in the same
trouble as if you had done it. That's drfficult to understand if you,re
brought up in the Amencan way-if you haven,t done anything.
This participant tblt that some women had unrealistic perceptions of intimate
relationships
It's like women are living in a soap opera world where they get all these
ideas on TV that everybody is so intimate and why aren't you so intimate
wlth me and why don't you buy me roses like this guy does and thev are
giving women a false idea of what the world is all about.
Another participant felt like rvomen did use men's need to be intimate as a source of
ammunition or as a weapon
I think they use it to tell them how you feel and what you are feeling and
things about yourself that only you know. And you open up and spill your
guts to them and I think a lot of women use it as weapon. one of my
partners for longest time I never would open up to her and tell her things,
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you know, how I feel and what my needs and wants were and she said you
never tell about how you feel and I started doing that and its like any time
she got pissed offat me she would say well its this why you,re this and
throwrng nght back at me and demeaning me. That's my reason why I
assume most men keep all of it inside rather than open up.
Disappoinfment, loss of expectation, and lack of tnrst aside, other participants
expressed more hopeful perceptions of their views of intimacy wrth female partners. one
participant said that he had learned that despite hurt and loss that he discovered he ..could
pull back" and give himsetf "time to heal and try again. Even wrth the same people.,,
This same participant said he had been able "reinvent" his de finition of intimacy in his
second marriage. Key elements in the second marriage had been m1.t of her and
openness about his expectations. of particular importance to this man was honesty about
his feelings, '.because if you are not open with your feelings you don't have anything...',
Hope' too, played an essential part in the ability to have an ongoing intimate relationships
wrth one's female parfier
I have to have faith in the hope that-l thinks irs faith rhat she is being
honest with me and she knows I am being honest with her. And
hope-that's a big one. Hop* can be a lot of things. I can hope that she is
being honest wrth me and she is being tnrstful and it has a lot to do with
me
Participants in one focus group had written that they found intimacy with women to be an
enjoyable and desirable experience. one had wrinen that "intimacy is special and private
with women" while another wrote that he "liked being intimate with women.,, one
talked of the non-verbal aspects of intimacy; "just holding your partner and caressing
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Marry of the men had never considered the term intimacv when it came to relating
to other men' even in their irnmediate families. one participant stated *,th a completely
flat affect
I've never looked at havrng an intimate relationship with another man. I
have never thought of that concept. The male bonding thing besides an
intimate relationship. I don't look at it as someone being my best friend
as an intimate relationship- I look at it more as a male bonding thing. It,s
not intimate' Intimacy is something that you would have wrth the opposite
sex.
Participants from the third focus goup agreed that one would not introduce one,s best
male friend as "This is my intimate friend, Joe." one panicipant said he had not thought
in terms of being intirnate wrth other men before the researcher had explained the nature
of the study the previous week to the anger management group he was in: ..r never
thought about it until last week. I have experiences since I was five years old. Even now
I am comfortable in an intimate relationship with men." This response is diameffically
opposed to the perceptions of several of men in other groups. Ironically, many of the
men who were who fear the connotations of being close to other men gave anecdotes of
being close to their neighbors, brothers, and co-workers.
one of the main stigmas associated with male to male intimacy is the sexual
connotation the word intimacy implies. Many of the men did not like the use of the word
intimacy when it came to relating to other adult men because of the homosexual
overtones
I think in my life I have been afraid to develop that kind of relationship
with men because of the sexual connotations that society is looking at.
That's why if I am too crose to a man or intimate what wourd peopre at
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her'" Another participanttalked of how he shared comfonable silences wrth his parrner
I took a drive down to the lake and sat and she held my hand the whole
way of drivrng around and we hardly even spoke a word and to me that
would be intimacy. We just had the radio on and drove around the lake
As a general rule, some of the older male participants seemed to be more cynical and
unbending in their beliefs around intimacy wrth female partners, while some of the
younger men expressed greater hope and healing despite having expenenced being hurt
with female partners- one said he disagreed that it got tougher to trust after being hurt in
an intimate relationship: "l don't feel like that. I know the mistakes I made in past
relationships and I know I won't make them again, so I'm optimistic of getting into
another relationship. "
Participant perceptions rf-intimacv with men
It came as no $reat surprise to this researcher that the panicipants pervasively had
either no written responses to the query on the focus group script about relationships wrth
men or rather negative responses. These ranged from: ''l have an untrusting relationship
with men" and "l don't speak my personal business with men" to..l only share my
innermost self with a fbw rnen in my life" to "It takes a very, very long time tbr me to
develop a close relationship wrth men. Much of the relationship must be spiritual. Some
of the more positive wrifien responses were, "best (male) friends should be able to be
intimate," to "being able to relate (to other men) in certain sifuations,,, to one man,s
definition of intimacy that "encourages openness, rapport, and friendship', and another,s
"bonding, friendships, trust, and honor.,,
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church say, what would the neighbors say, he is getting close to this guy, is
he gay? Those kinds of assumptions that are unspoken. plus the fear of
givrng my self to another male. I mean that is taking a risk with that
situation of how people perceive me. what kind of guy am I-the
pressures
Those with more reserved understand.ings of what it meant to be close to other men still
articulated an awareness of how their conditioning as men restricted from being
affectionate even with their immediate families, such as their brothers and fathers. one
participant said he understood how restricted his elder brother was
I had one brother die a few years ago and now the oldest one now he is
totally different from the rest of us. He says, "don't be holding my hand,
hug me" and me and my two sisters we don't say that-it doesn,t matter.
Another man remembers having a conflicted relationship with his flather and how that
really inhibited his belief in being able to be close ro other men
My father was hard to get along with and he was a very angry man but he
was also very kind and had some special qualities that - to this dav I
remember certain conversations that we had-he had a certain qualiqv to
him that was really excellent.
This same man identified feeling very close to his brother because they onlv had each
other' The flavor of how men related to each was touched upon. some of the participants
felt that men had a different sort of language befween them than they would with the
opposlte sex. One man explained
to me men talk to each other in a different way they can say things to each
other that you feel you wont say to a women or female friend and in terms
of words that you use when you speak about men or to male friends and
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things - use words that women would feel offended that you used those
same words to her or vou may say something to her that is disrespectful to
her.
When asked for further clanfication about what that kind of language might entail, a
couple of the participants laughed and nudged each other. one stated in response to the
query: "Guys are-we all (here) know exactly what we're talking about. One gave a better
example: "So and so, when there is new snow, do you dot your 'i's or cross your.t,s?,,
Still not understanding, the participant explained to the facilitator that when snow has
fallen, some men will urinate on it in ways that inscrihe letters. The point being made
was that due to physical difference between the two genders, the language and culture of
the trvo could not be truly compared: 'Just for the simpte fact that in life in general men
and females serve different functions in the simple fact of the species.
Activities such as watching sports, working out at the gym, going fishing or
hunting were considered the normal course of male bonding for many participants. Some
men had other life experiences that had taught them the value of relating to other men.
This included being in church, the military, in prison, and even in a motorcycle gang
It seems like yesterday I went to the bike show and I came across a couple
of guys I haven't seen in years. One of the oldest bike clubs of all time
they started right after World War I and I came across a couple of them
and Jackie and I gave them big hugs and embracing and yeah you know.
You trust someone that are riding with 80 miles an hour on your bike, and
you are only one foot away from each other. You got to trust a respect
other people.
The camaraderie found with other men both in the military as well the prison was
ascertained due to the intense nature and close proximity which the men may have found
themselves in' One man said that he became very close to his regiment in Vietnam, that
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he once saved one of his buddy's lives and that had forged an indelible bond. Another
man spoke of intimacy that he found in jail and in prison
I found men actually showing quite a bit of intimacy wrth each other
because of the sin:ation they found themselves in. There were some that
out of fear refused let the walts down and like that but for me the majonty
of the people that I interacted with even small stufftowards intimacy they
just fell out of themselves tike waterfalls.
Other men had discussed the fact that showrng intimacy in either of these setfing was
considered a sign a weakness, a wav to make oneself conspicuous.
Another participant told of how in the navy one enlistee had almosr lost his life
over his advances towards another man
There was one gentleman on my shift that tned to do the homosexual
thing with another guy and he was beaten to almost death and nobody
knew who did it. But he was beaten up and almost dead.
'l"his participant was also able to express an appreciation of the stresses and closeness
such that would be had with such intense proximity of,other men
The trust and the camaradene and depending on your buddy and I knew
the sexual feeling about your buddy and I mean I know what it is like to
feel about another man because the fact is he just pulled my ass out a
(dangerous situation) and I have been there, but along with all this goes
the trust and the faith that your personal privacy is in trust to every one of
these individuals and they trust you and each and every one of those
factors.
Many of the participants felt like the identified more with the term male bonding than
intimacy with another male. One of the men felt that was just recently able to identifu
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this new found closeness with men. and that this closeness had a spiritual element to it.
It was compared to having a sponsor in a 12 step program from whom you found
emotional solace and spiritual guidance.
While some of the men made very clearthat they were heterosexual: '"I am a
raving heterosexual," and "I am sfrictly heterosexual because I see that as normal," they
also agreed that the normal ways of being a heterosexual male could be somewhat
constricting rvhen it came to relating to other men, that being tender and sensitive did not
have to compromise their identities as straight men. One participant shared
I can say now I look at people who are gay and what my opinion is that
because of our roles in society are so ngld people feel that in order to be
in the environment of those qualities that I would like to have I have to go
overboard and overcompensate. It is the society's role. What I am seeing
happening here is in the 90's is a kind of change of role where the men are
going to be a little bit softer and the women are going to be a little bit
harder and we're going to be able to learn and appreciate each other.
Women who are butch don't necessarily have not be sexy. t think that's
what is going here and in the sexuality thing, as well as the homosexuality
thing.
The sense taken from these conversations was that, while some of the men felt uneasy or
ambivalent about homosexuality, many were willing to reinvent their understanding of
male to male bonding in ways that allowed for a more flexible and expansive
understanding of what intimacy could encompass, including interactions with other adult
men
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Participant perceptiortt of inrimaq; wtth chirdren
By far the rnost positive responses were glven to the expression of relating in
intimate ways to children- whether they were the participant's own biologrcal children or
others' Muny of the participant's showed obvious pride and pleasure in their roles as
parents and caretakers of children. one participant felt that children were the most
natural givers of intimacy
to me kids are everything in the world, they are my future. when I am old
and gray they are the ones who are going to take care of me. I have
always thought of is as me and children are being- children are my best
friends' They are the only ones that don't really know cheating or tying
yet' when thev say they are your friend they are your friend. They
honestly mean it. Like my roommate's child.
This participant somewhat idealized how children, being "the most innocent,, rvere the
ones to whom he could relate to most readily. This participant felt especially driven to
state that with a male child due May 5th, I ggg,he knew he would have greater influence
on the child than would his partner. "The child wrll bond more with me than with my
paltner'" Another man quickly corrected this participant, pointing out that the child
would probably go from favonng one parent to another, as children do through their
formative years.
Many men saw children as senders and receivers of unconditional love. one man
wrote that having children was like " having someone to love and someone to love you
no matter what'" Another man wrote that he felt it was exciting, fun, and a learning
expenence to be intimate with his children." Another wrote he wanted to be able to be a
source of advice for his children's questions, while yet another wrote that he wanted to
display for his children "openness, faith and non critical attention.,,
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Some participants said that their pcrceptions of themselves were greatly
challenged by the advent of fatherhood. One man discussed his experience of being in the
binhing room and holding his daughters as being one of the highlights of his experiences
as a father and as a husband
It's hard to put into words. Being there with my child being born and there
is a lot of love being shared between each other and-with the girls they are
special.
Another one of the men again referred to the non-verbal emotion that went into the
intimate rnoment of a birth
I just sort of realized that intimacy has nothing to do with- I was the first
one to hold all four of my kids and all four boys. I think it has more to do
wtth I guess the emotional attachment than with anything that is being said
or anything like that.
As fathers. some of the rnen said they felt their roles as men were really stretched beyond
their upbringing as men. One parncipant said he had initially felt defensive and fragile
around his relationship wrth his wife and daughters due to his gender role conditioning
I grew up with three brothers and I didn't grow up with girls in my family
and all of a sudden I had these nvo little daughters and I experience some
tenderness that I've never known before and I felt I am supposed to be the
protector and my life is to kind of to nurture. I attached roles to the
different genders-l was the protector and she was the nurturer and the
teachers.
This man felt he had not seen himself in the nurturing role, the kind of parent who would
be up all night rocking a colicky baby. Instead he saw himself as the "kind of guy who
pulled the pillow over his head and went to sleep.,,
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Some of the panicipants said that having a daughter was especiallv a moving
expenence
It was dramatic for me. Because it was like somebody hit me over the
head and the responsibililv that came wrth that was really- to have that
little girl in my hands-the circles that I grew up in nobody ever shared
intimacy with me.
Another man had stated that some of the most intimate momenm in his family life had
been grving his two year old daughter a bath. Some participants identified that the sheer
spontaneity of being around children was an unusual experience for them , and one that
made them feel vulnerable. one man stated that
you are putttng yourself out there with your emotions. Anytime you let
your emotions up and if You are interacting w'ith kids or a small child or
something like that you are using your emotions without masking it and
that's what you put out there.
Another man disagreed and said that he had no problem showrng atlection to his
daughter in public. Others said that verbalizing emotions to their children was more of a
challenge than showing physical affection; "it's more saying and verbalizing emotion for
me' I don't have a problem with hugging somebody or kissing somebody.,,
One man told of a particularly close relationship he had wrth his adult daughter
and the pnde he had felt in her accomprishments
My daughter ran for U of M homecoming queen a few years ago and she
came runner up and I think that is one of those times she came down off
the stage and hugged me and said- I knew at that moment it rvas one of
those moments and she said "are you as happy as I am that I didn,t win?,'
and I go "[ am just happy you were there." I think there is a times we get
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in that situation. A decision in life-it's more on a situational basis that we
share these things, but when she shares something wrth me I wrll share
something back with her.
Another participant in this group said he felt he had missed out on rearing a child from a
young age' and had an awkward time interacting wrth his twelve year old stepdaughter.
while he felt he could not replace her as her biological father, and that he was not Joyce
Brothers, he u'ould try to provide his stepdaughter and her friends wrth the best. most
honest input he could, and hoped they were honest in return-
While the participants felt there had been some role strain for them as fathers,
most seemed to display an inordinate amount of pleasure with having children, or being
spontaneous around them. Interacting with children seemed to have less the restricted
quality that interacting with adults did. For these men, the lack of ambivalence around
relating to children was clearly retreshing and rewarding for them.
Gender role beliefs
Respondents in the focus groups had varied gender role beliefs that ranged from
traditional beliefs' beliefs systems that were in transition" to more liberal athtudes
towards men's and women's roles. Along wrth those who thought that traditional roles
needed to prevail came a certain defensiveness. Some of the traditional men felt like the
changing gender roles were confusing to young people and were somehow contributing
to the breakdown of the traditional family structure.
Those who felt Iike they were in transition agreed that there was a lot of
confusion for themselves as well as younger men. These respondents felt like society
could not go back to its old roles, and that change was fbr the better, particularly for
women who had been oppressed.
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Those with liberal views felt that men had grown from being asked to act as
nurfurers and caretaker as well as be providers of the tamily. One note of caution that
some the liberal responses could have been motivated by a need to make socially
desirable responses. The participants who embraced these views felt men had to rescind
their power, and let others have more control of the resources. To simplifuthe following
discussion, the following categones will be used to frame the participant's responses:
traditional gender role beliefs, in transition gender role beliefs, and tiberal gender role
beliefs. Lastly, the source of those gender role beliefs will be touched on.
l-radrtional gender role heltefs
All participants completed a pre-group questionnaire. In response to "what are
your gender role beliefs?", about one third of the twenty one participants gave written
responses that followed traditional views of male and female roles. These responses
included
Men are bread winners, the woman runs the home.
Men are providers, caretaker of the wife and children. Women are the caretakers
of the children, then the husband.
Men are the supporters and protectors of the family. Women help the family as agroup.
Men and women can share roles, but women are basically educators of children,
men protect and senre the family.
These views were elaborated upon in the various focus groups. Three of the focus groups
mentioned John Wayne as a large influence in recent gender role history.
One participant felt his upbnnging on a farm reinforced his beliefs in traditional
roles for men and women
I'm old fashioned and I may even be prehistoric this is what was ingrained
and it came out of an agricultural background and my parents were out in
the farm and the women's roles were emotional spiritual, social and like
nutritional, oK and taking care of the kids. Men were there for
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logrstics-they go out and get the food. They are the hunters and gatherers
and that was what was instilled in to them. And maybe that is the-it's kind
of like inbreeded.
Some the other more hard core traditionalists felt that they were often the unpopular ones
in the crowd. To them the changrng gender roles of the 90s had made for a lot more
confusion
Yeah, I like the older years-3O years ago I like the old man bringing home
the bacon and the mothertaking care of the kids and socializing rvrth the
neighbors and baking cookies. I'd rather have my wife raising the kids
then sending them offthe to the sitter and having somebody else raise
them with their roles and values.
Many of the men fett that when thrngs were more black and white, it was easier to know
their roles as men- The confusion around gender roles was threatening their identities as
men, particularly when it comes to knowing how vulnerable one can be wrth a female
partner
When you get hurt like that you have to keep going with it. It is hard to
Iearn and detach from people which is what our parents and grandparents
males were like that. They kept it in because they did not want to pur
themselves out there, and I think a lot of the time when women want us to
be more open and give our feelings out and when we do that rve are
vulnerable and then we get hurt and we don't know how to act so a lot of
times we act with anger and violence.
Confusion around their roles, and having so many doubts about where they stood led
many of the men to concur that this led to feeling less comfortable in relationships and
less intimacy relating to women and others. Some expressed frustration over the
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changing gender roles of both men and women
That's the point I am trying to make is that when your gender roles get so
fragmented and all these l3 shades of gray that you are talking about how
do you trust anybody and how are you going to have intimacy with
someone rvho 
-vou are not even sure is on the same page with you.
some of these men felt that men had actually become more codependent on women, as
women started gairung status and power in society. others felt women were beginning to
need men less
A lot of men are codependent and they need to have someone there next to them.They have too much stress when they are by themselves.
F-or some of these men, the John wayne imperative that men should not cry had visibly
made them envious of women's ability to enter into more nurtunng relationships wrth
other men and women. women, from venus,", were considered "more naturally
trusting" and maintain bonds, while men, "being from Mars," were the cave men, Iess
able to trust others, or enter into intimate relationships. other comments along this vein
were
I love the ladies but they every once in a while-they get a bunch ofguys around and the conversation gets slanted.
I knorv it's easier for women to be intimate with women that it is to be
with men. I see it through a stepkid, she is 20 years old and she,s got
girlfnends and they sleep together and they come over and there all the
time on the phone and you hear things and the conversation is kind of cool
and in a way they are planning something.
()ender llole Bettefs in'l'ransition
While six participants did not respond to the question of gender role beliefs on the
focus group questionnaire, three participants gave responses that indicated that their
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gender role views were in the process of being transformed. Various written responses
were
My beliefs have been changing constantly for many years. At this point
men and women should agree on what their roles are in a relationship.
I no longer have any gender role beliefs as I have seen it shift
dramaticatly.
Supposed to love one another, and stay strong together and talk about their
problems.
These men were those rvho cited coming from traditional backgrounds but realizing
things were chanEng. one participant shared his view
It's called change to people. we really don't know I mean-we don,t know
if it is going to turn out nght. We are changtng but it could be that we end
up with a better situation than what we had.
One man said he had spend the last twenty years trying to change his gender role
conditioning
I was raised very much in an environment that gender function-men do
this and women do that. I have spent the last 20 years working on
changing that. I had a very uncomfortable feeling of what my father was
teaching me.
This man stated that his self-esteem was affected by how his mother catered to him and
did not teach him how to cook, do his laundry and other basic self-care skills. He also
felt that due to her role he was a lot closer to his mother than his father. Other
respondents felt that men's conditioning had let them go backwards, that the John Wayne
business had interfered wrth men developing skills at learning how to be human beings.
One guy stated that he people were stuck in these roles so that they could feel OK about
themselves. Men, for this participant, tried to get their needs met
They still tried to achieve a closeness wrth other men through the male
bond. I won't show emotion then it will affect my bond-this intimacy that
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I have for other men-l shoutd be as strong as John Wavne or his
characteristics. What I believe is that everyone regardless of what they
believe they have to maintain this rigid I'm the man- or if they are
secretive to express their feminine- everybody has to express some kind of
intimacy in their lives whether it is among men or in a relationship with a
wife and children. If you don't experience anv intimacy then you will
shrivel up and die. You could be a robot and go through life that way.
This man said that he was seeking to change his views so that his needs for intimacy
could be met by either male or female ftiends, "l just need to be intimate wrth someone_
It doesn't matter. Just who is wrlling to take that step with me.'' Others f'elt that they had
grown in their conceptions of themselves so that their roles as men were not strictly
Iimited
I've done help around the house and well it's kind of like well you,ll make
somebody a good wife. Thirty five years ago I would have put my foot in
their ass. Nowadays I thank them because it just makes me a better
person.
For many of the men, their ideas had changed with the times. Their positive and negative
life experiences had helped ameliorate some of their former gender role convictions and
loosened them up.
l.iheral gender role beliefs
Five participants gave responses to the gender role belief question that embraced
a fairly expansive view of men and women's roles in relationships. Some of their written
responses were as follows:
If you treat someone with respect the rvay you want to be treated they would dothe same (true for either men or women).
Working and helping out. Bills, etc.
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I believe that in relationships that each other trlv to help: also be positive
suppofiers.
Men and women should have equal roles of gender for a healthy relationship.With respect to physical differences. men and women are able io fulfill equalt
rotes.
some of the participants were quite clear that gender roles had changed to help both men
lvomen' The flopping of power roles was overdue between and women. one man stated
that "" as a general rule of thumb men have done some pretty rotten things historically
and physically we are bigger-its like they (women) get to the point where they don,t feel
safe around us (men).',
Men who felt more at ease wrth themselves were supportive of women taking
different roles wlth them in the family structure. one said "l would be glad to have my
wife go out and work and me run the home I'd be perfectly happy wrth that. Not a
problem' I can do anything but breast feedl" Another said he would be..happy,, if his
wrfe were "the breadwrnner or authority figure-" He stated that he and his wrfe shared
both providing resources and parenting responsibilities. Having to be the sole authority
figure rvould make him feel like he was dominating the family, an uncomfortable
position. Furthemnore
I would like to be equal or-if I was the first man I would love it I would be
proud of her- because she is reaching a goal that she wanted to reach and
she is obtaining that level to where she wanted to be. She's prett_y much
attained' I'd be real proud of her. If she going to use that power its not
that she is going to use that power over me because she's in that
position-it would make me proud, myself proud and my kids.
Another man said he and his wrfe played complementary roles wrth his children, and how
imponant for the their relationship was that they treated each in a respectful, equitable
way' "You are working together and not working against each." Each pitch in to -.take
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the pressure off each other." For this man, it felt right for him to be the caretaker in the
family.
Sources of gender role hetief
In response to the question on focus Soup script from where their gender role
beliefs came from, most stated unequivocally their parents or family. Sixteen
respondents attributed their gender role beliefs to their parents. one stated he got his
beliefs from the church and bible, while another stated that he got his from ..a bunch of
old guys and other men.,,
Perceptions of gender role and intimacv
Beliefs about gender are socially constructed. Men are stereolvnically
conditioned to be the strong, task oriented, and less emotional aspect of a heterosexual
relationship' women are conditioned to serve as the nurtunng, emotional and supportive
aspect of a heterosexual relationship. These beliefs about one's role in relation to others
naturally translates into what behavior and expectations each gender will act out. Men
may perceive their female partners as a source of nurturing and emotional support.
women may perceive their male partners as the one who displays active strength in the
face of challenge. Earlier discussion indicated that while some of the male respondents
held fairly rigid understandings of their roles as the strong provider, others tended to
embrace both the provider and nurfuring rore in the rerationships.
It was found through saturation of discussion in the focus groups that those
respondents who reported more traditional and ngrd gender roles tended to have the most
difficult time gefiing and staying close to female partners, male relatives and friends, and
children' Those who discussed some change in their gender role attitudes
colrespondingly were able to express more willingness to be vulnerable, not only wrth
their partners, but also men, and children. Those who reported liberal views reported the
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greatest ease and even pleasure in relating intimately to female partners, male friends,
their biological children and others.
For many men who hold on to the stereotype epitomized by John Wayne, i.e. men
don't crv, men are not supposed to show their feelings, men are not supposed to be
vulnerable have a harder time being able to articulate their feelings for women, have a
harder time expressing them. and demonstrated more anger and confusion towards failed
relationships than some of the other men did. These werethe men who felt they had not
only been victimized by their partners when they pressed charges of assault but felt
victimized by the countyjudicial svstem as well. As one man said he felt he had been
charged wrth assault "doing absolutely nothing", and that was difficult "if you brought up
in the American way." This man rvent on to say that his attorney recommended that he
accept the fact that the counfv was just a reflection of the society. Men who come in
wrth this kind of anger also call the system, the "women's state", projecting a hostile
image.
Men with more traditional outlooks also felt that the family infrastructure was
breaking down' and that marriage was going by the way side. Having clear black and
rvhite roles simplified their Iives. even if they restricted them.
For those men who were "in transition" with their gender role beliefs many of
them felt like they had evolved from traditional upbringlngs to embrace more flexible
and all encompassing views of gender roles. One man talked about how the power
associated with various roles was being redistnbuted from men to women
the fact that the pie hasn't changed any but the way its been sliced has
been significantly modified. Previously we had a bigger share than 50
percent. I believe now it has a smaller percent than 50 percent as well as
it has picked up more-women need more financial freedom and that came
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out of the pie and the pie now has tallen forthe guy and that's the bofiom
line and that's what the studies are showing too. In men in my generation
women are saytng-it's like minonties-we had it coming to us all along as
we're nght you guys are going to get the share of that. I am certainly not
going to be wrth someone that doesn't understand that and accept it and
live wrth it.
Along with acceptance of the new order of things comes a greater allowance to embrace
what was considered "too feminine." one man felt that once he looked back at various
relationships he had had with friends and former partners and children, he saw ..all types
of intimacl/;" allowrng for his affection vocabulary to expand. He felt that many men
had a hard time taking the first step towards sharing themselves because they had
"images" to maintain. This participant felt that the reason many men in his group did not
want to volunteer for this particular study was because they did not want to open up more
than thev already had and share with other men. He states
I think they (other men in his anger management group) are looking for
some way to have that subject (intimacy) preached to them, and to be able
to talk about it and then it was the battle between that an irnage.
It was evident fiom the responses of those who had ernbraced some change in their self
image that they were more readily able to identify times they had been intimate wrth men
in the past, than those who felt that intimacy was strictly a romantic definition. For one
man in the past
it was easier to be intimate wrth men than with women because it was
easier to trust men than women. [t was easier to get emotionally close tothe males then-but now it's like it doesn,t matter.
This man astutely observed that many people got into relationships from the fearof being
alone' The fear of being alone is what might motivate more men to get into destructive
relationships that last for far too long. Part of the pain that the men in third focus group
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identified was not being hurt by you partner, but the loss of the fantasy built up about the
relationshrp itself
One participant stated that he knew that part of his need in an intimate relationship was
to be able to give himself time to himself, otherwise he could not offer the other person
very much.
The participants lvrth liberal attitudes towards gender roles appeared to have the
greatest ability to identify intimate moments not only with partners, but with other men,
and children as welt- one respondent said he felt very close to his brother, since his
brother took him senously and respected his opinion. Another respondent said he had felt
intimacy wrth other men while working as a commercial fisherman
we spent an aurftrl lot of time on the ocean and we would go out for a
month at a time- 7 months out of the year. We bonded pretty close. There
are only three of us on a boat and we are out there fbr 20-25 days at a time
you better be- you are out a thousand miles and better trust and downright
love the guy.
Other men cited that they were more than wrlling to share the burden of housework with
their female partners, formerly seen exclusively as the woman's domain
Gender rules on my part t am perfectly content going to work everyday yet
I do all the house cleaning and the laundry and I refuse to have her work a
job and then come home (and have to clean).
Another said he did all the cooking and cleaning and did not feel like his "manhood was
taken away", but that it was more a hruband or father thing to do. Those with more
Iiberal attitudes allowed themselves easier roles of being intimate wrth female partners,
men and children.
6t
Summary
In this studY, a total of fwenw one men shared their insights and expenences
around intimacy in their lives with other rvomen, men, and children. The pictwe that
emerges is one that highli8hts howmen with differing understandings of gender roles
experience intimacy differently- over a wrde variety of situatrons these diffenng
understandings take on new facets and meaning for different men. while all the
participants in the study were there as a result of some sort of assault or abuse charge,
some of the men seemed to have embraced a greater understanding of how their gender
role conditioning had restncted their ability to discriminate a greater array of responses
to a perceived threat' while some of the men made broad generalizations about male
gender roles' some were able to individually articulate whether those generalizations fit
for them or not.
A mixed picture of loss of trust to great joy encompassed the intimacy
experiences of the research participants. while some discussed at length their inability to
trust relationships with women due to betrayal and disappointmenL others talked about
having learned from the past and feeling hope for future relationships. some men talked
about feeling fiagrle and defensive around children, others embraced the spontaneous
intimacy the-v had discovered being wrth their sons and daughters. from infancy to
adulthood' Last but not least, while some men felt that they could not begln to
characterize closeness to men as being intimate, rvhile others were readily able to identift
intimate male rerationships throughout their rives.
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CHAPTER VI
Discussion and Recommendations
The followrng chapter has two sections. In the first section, an interpretation is
made around themes extrapolated from the findings. These themes are. A continuum of
the definition of intimacy, tn$t or lack of trust in relationships with women, fear of
same-sex intimacy, roles as fathers, traditional gender beliefs versus liberal gender role
beliefs' sources of conditioning and attachment, and issues of power and control. Three
theoretical frameworks, attachment theory, feminist theory, and social learning theory
rvill be applied to the findings. A summary of the findings, as well as a look at the
strengths and limitations of the studv conclude the first section. In the second section,
practice and research implications extending from the research are discussed.
Discussion
Due the complexiqv of human interpersonal dynamics, one theoretical framework
such as feminist theory does not thoroughly account for the inner or psychic motivations
of men who choose violence and their relationship to intimacy. Two other theoretical
frameworks have been added to the discussion to help provide better comprehension of
men's conditioning around violence and attachment to primary people in their lives.
Therefore, three different theoretical frameworks were used to examine the
f,rndings made in this study. These theoretical frameworks included feminist theory
(Dobash & Dobash, I g79; walker, 1986), attachment rheory (Bowlby, l96g; stosny,
1995), and social learning theory (Bandura ,lg'lg; Hudson, and MacDonald, l9g6).
Feminist theory posits that society generally gives men dominance and values men as
superior to women' As a result, male dominance is built into the legal, social and
economic systems that pervade people's lives. Society thus endorses the use of violence
by men to maintain their dominant position (Abramovitz, 1996; Dobash & Dobash, I9T9;
Pharr, 1988; Russell, l9g5; yllo, I993; Walker, l 9g6). Artachmenr theory (Bowlby,
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I969) posits that those men rvho may have had earlv damage to their bonds wrth pnmary
careglvers mav calTv rage and feelings of abandonment into theu adult intimate
relationships. These men may look to their parhrers repair their past unmet needs and
react wlth rage and frustration when the partner is unable to do so. Stosny (1g95) has
used this theory to provide ways for men who batter to learn to forgive themselves and
meet some of their own needs. Social learning theory (Bandura, l97g) posits that men
may learn to be aggressive as children if they see it modeled by their parents, peers, or
the media' Bandura ( 1979) also maintains that there is more cultural reinforcement for
males to use force to gain control and power, particularly when aggression has been
observed to be rewarded (campbelr & Humphreys, lgg3).
(]eneral obsertations
The data presented in the findings chapter reinforces the notion that some men
who have been charged with assault on their partner have a harder time articulating
positive experiences with intimacy. This is especially true in their relationships with
female partners/intimates. The source of their negative experiences can be attributed to
several factors including row serf-esteem (Burke et a[., rggg; Murphy et ar., 1994, star,
1983), poor communications skills (Shupe et al., lg87), stereotyDic views of male and
female gender roles (Munroe et al., 1994, walker, lg79), and excessive dependency on
their partners/intimates (Mccue, 1995; shupe et al., lgg7; star, lgg3; walker, lg7g).
(itnt tnuum of men deJinit ion r{' int imacy
While some of the men strictly defined intimacy as a close, usually physical,
relationship with opposite sex partners, there were others who felt comfortable
expounding on the definitions of intimacy that included sharing trust, feelings, dreams,
and thoughts with others who were not necessarily their partners. This finding appears to
shatter the rnyth that rno.r/ men who have . chosen violence have a strictly chauvinistic or
one-dimensional view of intimacy. This finding counters standard feminist Iiterature
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that upholds that most batterers are traditionalists believing in male supremacy and the
stereotyped masculine sex role in the family (Dobash & Dobash. I g?g.walker, lg7g).
Men who have come in for treatment for anger management issues may come from all
walks of life, carrying all vanations of their understandings of the experience of
tntlmacy
It is true to say that many of the men may have given socially desirable answers in
response to this questions in order to find favor in the researcher eyes (patton, lgg7).
However, the men were encouraged to be as honest as possible so that their responses
would be valid.
Tru.st and lack of trust with women
Erik Erikson posits that the first and pnmary developmental task of emotional
health in early life is establishing a basic sense of tnrst. This early developmental stage
plays a critical role in an individuals perception of the world, and the..others,, in it
(Pederson, l99l)' Men who received Iittle of this sort of input may grow up as detached,
angry, unloving partners and fathers. After being wounded enough, Stosny ( l9g5)
advances that men who have learned to be abusive flinch at the thought of getting into
another intimate relationship. These are men who either have diffuse or rigid self
organization who have either insecure/ambivalent attachments along with fears of
engulfment and fears of abandonment (p. 32). Men who have incurred narcissistic
injunes from their parents will likely prqect unmet attachment needs on the female
figures in their lives, particularly if that figure is representative of intimacy.
f;ear of same r-ex tfitimacy
Findings in this study corroborated studies made by Stark (lggl ) rvho found that
men rvho espoused traditional gender role beliefs demonstrated greater fear of same-sex
interaction' These subjects, similar to those in this study, were more homophobic, more
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sexist' and had much less same-sex interactron than those who held more liberal gender
role beliefs.
By comparison- those who embraced liberal gender role beliefs were more likely
to share anecdotes of intimate moments with other adult men in their lives. while these
issues are characteristic for most merL it seems particuJarly poignant that men who have
isolated themselves the rnost, such as those who have assaulted loved ones, are often
ones who find their needs met by being in intervention type groups wrth men" Levant
(1995) talks about the kind of male intimacy or "male bonding', that goes on between
male friends as "side by side intimacy"(p. 267). Levant states however that the piece
missing wrth this traditional sort of masculine intimacy is the f'eminine abiliqv to extend
oneself
what men tend to be less good at is extending themselves to a
friend in the more traditionally feminine way, which is by ..being there,,
on a purely emotional level by making clear that they are available and
ready to listen anytime the friend wants to talk over a problem or just
unburden himself of painful feelings (p. 26g).
while one man was able to articulate this kind of relationship with a former co-worker,
others indicated they found these sorts of needs met through more formal relationships,
i-e. tlrrough peers at church, or sponsors from a l2-step program.
Roles a.r Jitthers
Most of the pafiicipants had children and spoke of some particularly joyful and
spontaneous with the birthing, bathing, and other interactions with them. Generally, men
who have assaulted their partners are considered detached and unloving fathers. some of
these men said that the act of becoming a father had pressed them to become what Levant
(1995) terms as emotionally intelligent. In doing so, Levant states, men can overcome
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initial resistance to become more engaged in the family, and take on more family duties
(p.2se)
Again these findings dispute the notion of men who choose violence as beingthe
removed authoritarian of the family. This is not to dispute that some of the older
participants related stories of how their roles had been the "enforcer" in the family.
'[raditional gender role belieji verstm] lihersl gender role beliefs
A third of the male participants reported stereotypical gender role beliefs. Three
male participants reorted working on changing their raditional role modeling from their
upbnnging' Five men reported Iiberal gender role beliefs. Six men made no written
response' Again, these numbers contradict standard typologres of batterers that indicate a
majority having pnmarily traditional male gender role beliefs (Munroe et al., I g94;
Walker, 1979).
The findings indicated that even the men who held traditional beliefs felt they
were constricting- This follows studies of other male writers who have felt the pressures
of upholding a masculine irnage is counterproductive (Levant, Iggj, McGill, l9g5;
Pedersen, [99] ) Again, these findings also support the conclusions made by Stark ( Iggl)
that both men and women who subscribe to traditional gender role beliefs experience less
intimacy wlth either sex. Stark conjectured that these were men and women who carried
ngid internal rules of what felt appropriate in interaction, and were those less likely to
engage in spontaneous interactions that those with more flexible outlooks may. Stark
also conjectured that these were people who may attract fewer relationships due to their
ngrd internalized outlooks.
By comparison, those participants who espoused more liberal and flexible gender
role beliefs also projected greater hope and belief in the rewards gained from intimate
experiences with either sex. These were participants who seemed to be, as Levant ( lggl )
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tenns it, working on developing the skills of emotional intelligence, that is, emotional
self-awareness. emotional expressiveness and emotional empathy (p. 25g). These are
men' Levant asserts, who are becoming aware of their sense of defensive autonomy,
unconscious dependency, and destructive entitlement. This undergrrds the studies done
by Russell (1995) who found that abusive men saw themselves as autonomous, separate
and deserving' Like Levant, she found it effective to teach her clients new internal
beliefs systems that encouraged a more mutual outlook, that is, to see themselves as
connected, equal, and mufuallv engaged. In other words, to become more ..emotionally
intelligent. "
Sources r{ condttiontng anrJ attachment
while feminist theory upholds reasons why men find the cultural support for
abusing women' i' e' patnarchy perpetuates values that glve men superior status and
subjects women to secondary status, a man is the sovereign of his own house, it is not
able to completely explain some of the sources that lead to the beliefs and internal
injuries that may lead to violence against partners in their adult lives. Theories that
explain the source of their learning how to interact and why the internal injunes may
have incurred do more justice, and explain more fully the source of attachment and
conditioning to which some men who are abusive may be exposed.
Attachment theory (Bowlby, 1982; Karen, lggz)becomes a useful platform from
which to view why certain men incur narcissistic injuries from their primary caregivers.
This theory proposes that individuals develop an internal working model of the r.if in
relationship to the attachment figure, based on early experiences in the attachment
system' Adapted over time' internal working models of attachment came to function as
effectively laden social schemas and guide expectations about future relationships.
Internal working models of attachment are considered to embrace kinds of information
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about issues such as how emotionally available and reliable the other person and the self
are likely to be, what sorts of emotional experience and expression are comfortable and
useful, how disappointment and emotional d,iscomfort are to be handted, and
communication and problem solving in the relationship (Sroufe & Fleeson, lgg6)"
The findings from the study suggest that many of the focus group parricipants had
absentee fathers and mothers who may or may not have been emotionally available to
them' one marl, who had been severely abused as a chil4 said that his internal schema
for intimacy was to feel close to someone because they would not hurt or kill him. other
men discussed how growrng up in abusive family systems and other oppressive
circumstances had taught them to see intimate situations as potentially emotionally
dangerous, and even life threatening. Stosny ( 1995) identifies the attachment deficits
that men who abuse bring to their intimate relationships as related to their maltreaffnent
as children' some of these deficits include fear of abandonment, fear of engulfrnent, lack
of social support systerns, greater vulnerability to stress, and susceptibility to
disorganized family living (p 43). Findings in the currenr study supporr the deficit
attachment model. Many participants spoke of growing up wrth little or no parenting, or
sporadic caretaker relati onships.
social learning theory (Bandura, 1977)also does much to enlighten the reasons
why some men choose violence as a way to react in intimate relationships. Bandura
states that learning occurs through a process of a person perceiving other peoples
behaviors and encoding it. The perceiver learns behavior that is modeled by others.
Bandura (1973) states that aggression that is modeled by others will disinhibit aggression
in the perceiver. studies done by Hoelle ( 1969) measured the wrllingness of 
-voung boys
to shock a peer for incorrect answers after they observed a model using either high or
Iow shock intensities exclusively, or when no model was observed. punitive modeling
produced more intense aggressive responsiveness than displays of subdued
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aggressiveness or no modeling (Bandura, p. 122). Men in the crurent studv often did not
see open displays of affection between their parents, but often saw aggression between
parents when either had been drinking, or had a stressful day
^/ssaes of power and conrrol
This section was included because the forces of power and control are essentially
the tools that most men who choose violence use to inhibit, manipulate, or coerce their
partners' The threat of violence as well as violence itself, whether emotional, mental, or
physical contains both of these forces. Men in the study only indirectly referred to these
issues when talking about feeling a loss of control in a relationship when being
challenged by a partner, or in the case of having felt "weak" after getting hurt in a
vulnerable relationship. A couple of the men said that the threat to their power by
changing gender roles and betrayed vulnerability leads them to anger and violence.
Power and control are tools used by many men, not only those who choose violence, to
control their internal selves through external regulatory processes. They are tools that
many men with poor internal states of control wrll use to find mastery externally
(Bowlby, 1982, Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Levant,, lggl; McGill, I9g5; Russell, Ig95,
Stosny, 1995)- Stosny (1995) has suggested that men who have abused can use these
tools to give themselves internal power and control, as well as ways to empower their
partners and other loved ones
Summary
This study was able to give voice to a normally alienated group of individuals
about a sensitive and loaded topic. tn doing so it was able to shatter some myths about
the "absolute" character of so-called batterers. The experiences and insights shared by
the respondents show how much in common they have with all men; issues of trust, pain,
hope, and a general desire for close relationships. while some men shy away at the
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suggestion that they could have intimate relafionships wrth other men, others slowly
warming up to the idea that their male identity did not have to be undermined by shanng
themselves wrth others. particularly other adult males.
Findings thus corroborated some femirust theory about male violence and
motivations for violence but could not encompass all narrative experience. Specifically,
frndings underscore how men will often their sense of superiorit-v and deservedness to
gain powerthey may feel they lack (Dobash & Dobash, lg7g,Russell, 1995; Walker,
1986)' Attachment theory and social learning theory gave more expansive understanding
for men's choices to resort to violence in intimate relationships. The findings show that
these men share the same obstacles that other men face in the search for intimflcy,
differing from other men by having been brought into the system to be held accountable
for their violence. The findings here do not excuse the violence and intimidation these
men have perpetrated on their loved ones. On the contrary, this study has sought to grve
others a greater breadth of understanding of the challenges these men face. It turns out
they are the challenges that all humans, male and female face.
The men's narratives clearly underlined some ambivalence in the changing role
expect'ations brought about by recent social movements such as the men's and women,s
movements. This ambivalence represented more of threat to some than it did to others.
Clearly those who wanted to go back 30 years where the man "brought home the bacon,,
and the woman "taking care of the kids, socializing with the neighbors, and making
cookies" were feeling much more ruffled than those who had decided to embrace the
new roles of both wornen and men. Those who were able to accept that women expected
rnore depth and commitment from men, expected greater assistance around house and
child care were ones least challenged and most comfortable with the expectations placed
on them. lndeed, some of the male respondents welcomed the changes. The greatest
discomfort seemed to come to those who resisted or internally fought the new
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understandings of men and women's roles. These respondents, often older, were the
ones who admitted to being the most cynical.
Due to the intensity of reaction frorn the participants, the findings in the study
alsc underline the notion that many of the men see their partner as the primary object in
their lives, denoting possibly an excessive dependence on them, and an indication that
their social support network would do welr to be expanded.
Strenghs and limitations of the study
Strengths of the focus group format is that it provides participants and moderator
a free and open exchange of ideas about a sensitive topic. This format hopefully has
second order therapeutic benefits for its participants by providing them *,th not only
information from peers, but also a sense of community and lessening of social isolation-
The four focus groups, while a small sample, gave enough saturation in response to the
research questions to give them some consistent validity and reliability.
The disadvantage of this study is that such a small sample cannot be generalized
upon' Focus group format finds its strength in depth but not breadth, so a lot of
information was not covered- The respondents may have grven socially desirable
answers and not been completely honest.
Recornmendations
Practice lmplicattons
This study could be used to help those who work in domestic abuse progriuns
wrth a greater understanding of the ambivalence and emotional obstacles faced by men
who choose violence around intimacy- social work practitioners may find the results
useful in realizing the common struggles that these men have wrth others in intimate
situations' Another series of focus groups might be able to provide information to help
modifu curriculums that intervene wrth men who batter, using more compassion and
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theoretical reinforcement (social learmng theory and attachment theory) than was ,sed
previously in domestic abuseifamiry violence programs.
More work needs to be done in the area of helping shame-based men learn to look
internally and embrace newunderstandings of what men's roles can be. some of the
focus group participants were able to articulate a need to do this individually. while
stosny ( I995) has begun to use the "compassion model" to help men who batter
overcome abusive behavior, a great number of practitioners treating men either disregard
how cultural pressures reinforce men's use of power and control, or regard men with
such issues with contempt- A middle ground that incorporates sensitiviry to socially
constructed gender roles, expectations of self responsibility, and the encouragement of
men to make choices that empower them as engaged partners, fathers, and friends is what
rs recommended.
Research implications
Due to the small number of respondents in this particular study, my
recommendation would be to have anothsr series of focus groups to explore and expand
on the findings made. This sort of study can be basis by which to also.yudge rhe
etTectiveness of qualitative research. This may be a particularly powerful research tool to
use on involuntary client groups, including those in child protection, sex offenders, and
others' Rooney ( 1998) points out that focrx group procedures iue consistent with the
notion that research methods that include a collaboration between the researcher and the
study participants are empowe.ing, emancipatory and reciprocal by seeking out and
validating the study participant's reality. clients who are empowered by such methofu
can potentially become proactive in trying to resolve the problems that put them into
involuntary status.
IJ
Another useful study would be to do a cross-cultural companson of the
experiences of intimacy between men from different ethnic groups, charged with fifth
degree assault or not' If one agrees that gender and gender roles are socially constmcted
these roles *lll vary from culture to culture. Each culture will present mth its own
understandings and obstacles of what it means to be male, and how that male attains
intimacy.
Conclusion
chodorow ( I994) states that "men love as psychologrcally and culturally
gendered selves, with gender identities and sexual desires (and inhibitions and
prohibitions) that they consciously and unconsciously expenence and enact.,, This study
found that the male participants were able clearly to trace the source of their
psychologrcal and culfural conditioning. For many the expectations of being male
entailed a need to maintain a set of beliefs that kept intimacy only a ephemeral and
Iimited experience. Hopefully, as cultural constructs of gender become more flexible,
and men given more external validation to develop deep emotional connections with
themselves and others, the promised land of intimacy may not be such a faroff dream.
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Appendix A
Consent Form
You are invited to be in a research study exploring how men arrested for fifthdegree assault- terronstic threats, or disorderly conduct perceive intimacv not only withtheir partners, but rvlth other male and female fHends. The study also asks questions
about how your gender role beliefs (i.e. being a man) affects your relationships wrth yourpartner and others. You were selected as a possible panicipant because of your
enrollment at the Eastside Neighborhood Service Family viol.n** program. We ask thatyou read this form and ask anv questions you may havetefore agreeinfto be in the
study.
Background information :
This study is sponsored by the Famil.v Violence Program at EastsideNeighborhood Service, Inc. to understand the needs and experiences of intimacy of the
men they serve It is being conducted by this researcher (Signd Finke) as part of my
master's thesis at Augsburg College.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, rve would ask you to do the following things. youwill be assigned to a small group of men during your iegular weekly men's group. In thefocus group, you will be asked to share your expenencei about intimacy that you have
wrth your partner. lvrth male friends, and female friends. This group wiil last
approximately 90 minutes and will be audiotaped. Also, if youto choose to participate,you will be required to attend an additional week of the men's group to make up for lostgroup time and cumculum. The additional week is free of charge.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has the risk of bringing up for those who participate personal or
sensitlve issues around relationships. T[e group is set up so that concerns can be aired
and addressed. In the event that this t*r**ih results in psychological stress, counseling
wtll be available, including counseling by stafTin the ramity violence program.
The direct benefits to participation are a $ I0.00 honorarium, and movie passes or$5 00 grocery certificates. our hope, too, is that you come from this focus groupdiscussion wlth new insights and understanding of your experiences with intimacy.
Indirect.benefits to participation are expanding the knowledge base of what menwho are in family violence programs experience around intimacy, as well as givinginformation to the Family violence Program to improve their educational cumculum.
Confidentiality:
The records of this stud-v wrll be kept private. In any sort of report we mightpublish will not include any information that wrll make it possible to identifu you. Theinformation will be presented in aggregate form onlv 1i.e Fifty percent of the focus group
rRB # 99-02-2
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Demographics Form
Please read the following questions and answer them. The information you provrde onthis form is confidential- No individual responses will be able to be identified as the datawrll be presented in aggregate form.
Please circle or write in your answers, as needed-
I. How do vou define intimacy?
2. What is your date of birth?
3' How do you identifu yourserf? (circre a response)
Asian African American Hispanic white Amencan IndianOther (Please descnbe)
4 Are you currently under an order for protection? yes No
5' a) Were you court-ordered to the men's anger management group? yes No
b) If yes' what rvas your charge? I) Terroristic threats 2)Disorderly conduct 3) jthdegree assault 4) 4th degree assault 5) 3rd degree assault 6) 2nd degree assault7)Other ( please describe)
6 How many years of school have you completed? Elementary school I 2 3 4 5 6JuniorHighschool 6 7I Highschool 9lb ll n Juniorcollege,technical school orcollege 123 4 Graduateschool l234
7. a) Are you crrrently involved with a significant other? Yes NoIf yes, are you? Mamed Living together Dating
b) How long have you been in the relationship?
8. Do you have children,l yes No
lf yes, number of children
rRB # 99-02-2
Demographics Form
9 Do yo, have a mental health diagnosis? yes No
10. Have you been through chemical dependency ffeatment? yes NoIf yes, how many times?
I l' Are you culrently under treatment for any physical health problems,? yes NoIf yes, please describe
rRB # 99-02_2
Appendix C
Focus Group Questionaire
Intimacy-the rvrllingness and abiliqv to share vour innermost self wrth another person,
such as a partner. family member, child, or male/female friend.
Please reflect on these questions and wnte down your responses. you may want to referto these questions during the group discussion.
Focus group questions:
1) What is your definition of intimacy ?
2) a'How does this definition influence your relationships with women?
b. With men?
c" With women?
3) What are Your gender role beliefs ( i.e. what do men do in relationships, what dowomen do in relationships) ?
4) where did vour gender rore beriefs come from?
5) what influence do these beliefs, if any, have on yourexperiences of intimacy?
6) What else rvould you like to say about intimacy or your experiences?
rRB #99-02-2
Appendix D
Ground Rules for the Focus Groups
Good evening and welcome to our session tonight. I appreciate your taking thetime to join our discussion about intimacy. My nirme ii SignO. This focus group is being
conducted by me as pan of my Master's thesis for Augsburg College and the Family
violence Program at Eastside. The Family violen"* foogrum is sponsoring this research
as a way to gather more in-depth information about how male clients experience
emotional closeness wrth their partners and other friends. I am very .*.it*d aboutheanng from you about your expenences and insights about how you achieve emotionalbonds with the other adults in your lives. I hope it witt provide you with insights andperspectives that you may not have had previously, as well as provrde me withinformation about what you experience around intimacy in your lives.
Forthe sake of our conversation, I will define intimacy as the emotional
closeness, trust and bond you achieve with others such as your partner, your co-workers,
work-out buddies, etc' Because many men often see intimacy with their partners as being
singularly sexual, I rvill avoid any discussion of sexual relations. Instead I want to focus
on how you as men achieve closeness wrth your parmers and closeness to other peopleboth male and female. I am curious about what messages and experiences have shapedyour views of closeness. I want to know if and how you relate diiTerently to men inintimate situations versus women.
Tonight I want to hear your experiences and insights about this subject. Each ofyou has something uruque to share. There are no nght oi *.*ng opinions but ratherdiffering points of you. Please share your point of view even if differs tiom what the
other participants have said.
Ground rules
Before we begin our discussion let me establish some ground rules. First of all,please speak up and only one person should talk at a time. I am tape recording the
session because I don't want to miss any of your comments. If more than one person
speaks at a time, the tape gets garbled. Second of all, please wait until one person hasfrnished speaking before talking yourself. This will help the tape record all that is said.If the tape recording makes anyone uncomfortable please say so. We will be on a first
nalne basis tonight, and in our later reports no names will be attached to comments. you
can be assured of complete confidentiality. I will not tell anyone what is said and I askyou not to tell anyone what is said here in this discussion. ti*t way everyone will feel
more comfortable about sharing their experiences and opinions. rciep in minO that I amjust as interested in negative comments as positive comments, and at times the negative
comments are the most helpful.
If you fbel overwhelmed or stressed out you are free to leave at any time duringthe discussion' I ask that you take a time-out and then return to your regular group, I r
IRB # 99-02-2
Ground Rules for the Focus Groups
you would like to discuss Your feelings one on one, (name of staffterson) is available to
meet wrth you,
Let us begrn the session by going around and introducing ourselves. Let eachperson also say with whom they feel the closest emotionally at this time.
rRB # 99-02-2
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EAST SIDE NEIGHBORTIOOD SERVICE. INC.
1929 Second Street Northeast
Miunesota SS4IE-4394
Phone 612.781-601r Fax 612-781-9257
November i6. lg98
Augsburg College Instinrtional Review Board22ll Riversrde Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55454
To Whom It May Concern:
This lener will grant permrssion to Ms. signd Finke to carry out a resesrch prolect for theFamilv violence Program at East side Nelghborhood service, Inc. to understand rlor' fully theexpenences and needs of the men we serye around intimacy. Simultaneouslv, Ms. Finke hasdesigned ttus projecr as part of her thesis for her Msw at Augsburg.
Ms' Finke has consulted with all the relevant sraffand facilitators at the Family violenceProgram' They are all excited about helprng and supporring Ms. Finke rn what could be a veryeducational and rewarding experience. rtr r*rrly Violen"" prog** has idenuffi;;;;"''knowledge about what *.n *iro batter need and want rn their personal lives. In our pnmary goalto keep women safe, we are also tryrng to identrfu what particular obstacles that meu who batterface when dealing *,th issues orinLrp'crsonal po*, and contror" Their berief systffns (i.e.regarded as ngid beliefs from our expenence working lurh ,r"r p"prir,i# *^*L, as recentlircrature that has studied abusive men's beliefs) often prevent tir"* from f-ding ways toestablish more flexible expectations for themselves and others. we are also ,nrc*rested rn larowrngwhat kinds of perceptions these men have around ctoseness around other mer,. as well as otherwomen' Ms' Finke's focus group format promises to provide an indepth view into our clientexperiences' percepuons. oprnions, and struggles. These men carry certain core beliefs towardstheir familv members-tfrat we hope to tease out tluoush this research format. Two rntems.Melissa Johnson a'd Karen Kent' will be assistrng Ms. Finke rn moderatrng the groups andrnformatr on gath ering.
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we have revtewed Ms' Finke's consent form and she has explained the audiotaping and note-taking procedures to us' we are confident that she wrll appropnately and ethically garher rrat^from the focus groups of male clients at this 
"g"n.], fo, her research project. nas. fir*e frasattested that all aatl yrtl be kept locked rn a sJcure fire cabrnet m her home .o ensure theanonyrut-v and confidentiality or* the focus group participants.
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LSW
Coordrnator, Famrly Inrcrvention programs
*$^
Jane Flanger
. Familv-C ommurury Program
William J. Laden
(/
Dmort
Executive Director, MSW, LISW
MEMO
January 21, lggg
TO: Ms. Sigdd Finke
FROM: Dr. Lucie Ferreil. IRB Chair
RE: Your IRB Application
Thank you for your response to the conditional approval of your study, ,.perceptions ofIntimacy of Men who Batter: An Exploratory study." As outlined in your letter, youhave addressed all the conditions *d yo* proposal is granted IRB approval. IRB# gg-02'2' Please use this number on all officiaidoiuments relative to your study.
As proposed, your research should yield imponant professional knowledge and we wishyou every success in your endeavors.
LF:lmn
c: Maria Dinis
Appendix G
You have been retained on behalf of signd Finke to assist in transcnbing tapes fromfocus groups that she will be conductin[. you will see and hear pnvileged andconfidential information' You must abide by the rules of confidentiality and not discussor reveal any information regarding the researct you are transcribing.
You must refrain from any discussion about the research wrth anyone. you must alsoagree not to reveal anything that you learn dunng the transcribing of the researchrnaterials.
You must agree to return to sigrid Finke all materials, notes, tapes or other documentsused or produced in connection with this research.
ilffl;}|.lT:*:fl,:-;:Hffi:: sisnd Finke if anyone aftempts to tark to you about
Please sign below to indicate that you understand and agree to abide by the terms andconditions stated above. Thank you. -srs 
s'u *iir vr;
COIYFIDENTIALITY/IYOIYDISCLOSUREAGREEIVIEI{T
To: Julie Diaz
uLl,U-
Signature
+-tiq
Date Signed
-j
Augsburg Collega
Lindell Lihrary
Minneapolis, MN 55454
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